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Large and abrupt changes in the Earth’s climate have been recorded in marine records
and Greenland ice cores and mostly characterize the last glacial period. These sud-
den transitions of climate, occurring within a few decades, have been associated with
abrupt modifications of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC).
While this process is well studied during the glacial period, during warmer Inter-
glacials the AMOC is thought to be relatively vigorous on multi-millennial (equilib-
rium) timescales. However, recent high-resolution reconstructions reveal large and
sudden variations in benthic δ 13C during the Last Interglacial (LIG, 125ka - 115ka),
as recorded in several North Atlantic sediment cores. The origin of these isotopic vari-
ations remains poorly understood and may point toward a strong modification in ocean
interior biogeochemistry and/or ocean circulation.
The main goal of this thesis is to better understand the response of AMOC to warmer
boundary conditions - the LIG - and its implication on the ocean carbon cycle. To this
end, the first part of this thesis explores the mechanisms behind the changes in oceanic
carbon cycle dynamics by comparing two simulated quasi-equilibrium states: the early,
warm LIG (125 ka) versus late, cooler LIG (115 ka). The second and third parts focus
on the origin of the abrupt and large changes observed in the North Atlantic benthic
δ 13C and investigate how these short-lived transitions occur mechanistically through a
series of model simulations.
Using the Norwegian Earth system Model, we found that the ocean dissolved inor-
ganic carbon (DIC) content is considerably reduced (314.1 PgC) during the early and
warm phase of the last interglacial (125ka) relative to the latter portion (115ka). The
difference between these two quasi equilibrium states is attributed to the changes in
biological pump and the ocean DIC disequilibrium. This difference in ocean carbon
storage is particularly marked in the Atlantic Ocean where large water mass reorgani-
zation occurs, affecting the ventilation timescales and the remineralized carbon budget.
While the Southern Source Water (SSW) extends across the Equator at 115ka, it re-
treats further south during the warmer 125ka, reducing the volume of this DIC-rich
water mass within the interior Atlantic ocean. This process is found to be linked to the
Southern Ocean sea-ice retreat at 125ka.
In a transient simulation, the model of intermediate complexity iLOVECLIM also
simulates a smaller ocean DIC content (360 PgC) at 125ka as compared to 115ka. More
interestingly, it was able to reproduce spontaneous variations in bottom water δ 13CDIC
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on magnitude and timescale (multi-centennial) found in the data reconstruction during
the LIG. In the model, these isotopic variations arise due to the variable influence of
depleted-δ 13CDIC SSW and enriched-δ 13CDIC northern sourced water (NSW) — con-
sistent with previously proposed interpretations of this proxy. The simulated water
mass redistributions are associated to changes in AMOC strength suggesting that both
the structure and strength of circulation could be varying under interglacial boundary
conditions. Thus, our model is consistent with, and mechanistically underpins, previ-
ously proposed interpretations of this proxy as related to water mass shifts.
Finally, two regions of deep convection have been identified and linked to these
sudden large transitions: (1) the region between Norway and Svalbard, and (2) south
of Greenland. In the model, (1) is subject to saline Atlantic water intrusion which
activates the deep convection and the ocean circulation north of the Iceland-Scotland
ridge. Within a few decades — through a series of processes involving sea-ice retreat,
ocean heat release, and wind-stress anomalies — the polar surface waters retreat further
north along the Greenland East coastline. Intrusion of high salinity Atlantic surface
waters following polar water retreat triggers increased deep convection in region (2).
As a result, the AMOC strength increases. The AMOC strength relaxes back to its
lower state when the subsurface water south of Svalbard have cooled enough, which
allows the sea-ice to grow, cutting off the heat released to the atmosphere and induced
anomalies of temperature and wind-stress.
In summary, the results presented in this study show that large changes in the inte-
rior ocean can be simulated owing to the differences in the early and late LIG boundary
conditions. These differences, simulated in ocean carbon storage occur in concert with
changes in (AMOC) strength and structure of circulation. Such rapid changes in circu-
lation and ocean carbon cycling are of concern regarding the ongoing global warming
as they are all affected by the changes in the sea-ice extent. More broadly the results
emphasize that interglacial climate, circulation, and carbon cycling may all be abruptly
perturbed. Under gradually changing climate conditions our model suggests AMOC
state changes could even arise spontaneously due to coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice
feedbacks.
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Human activities cause the global climate to change rapidly through unabated release
of greenhouse gas into the atmosphere. Over the last decades multiple analyse of data
from satellites, in-situ, and multiple proxy sources show that the climate is already
changing toward a warmer Earth system. However, the magnitude and the extent of
changes remain difficult to predict in future projections. A large remaining uncertainty
is to potential of change in the Thermohaline Circulation (THC) and its consequences
for climate, draught, regional sea level and ocean carbon uptake. An abrupt change of
this circulation would have dramatic and widespread consequences on the ecosystems
and our society.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment report 2013
suggests that changes in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), a
major component of the THC, are likely to occur by the end of the century suggest-
ing the decline of its strength from the current state by about 11% (32%) under low
(high) CO2 emission scenario (Stocker et al., 2014). However, the risk of an abrupt
climate change to occur, associated with a rapid collapse the AMOC, is not excluded
and one recent study assessed the chance for collapse at up to 15% (Castellana et al.,
2019) while recent observations hint that the AMOC may have already started chang-
ing (Smeed et al., 2014). Therefore it is crucial to narrow the uncertainties both in its
likelihood for change but also its potential impacts.
Predicting future climate variability and impacts remains challenging due to the
complexity of the system involved and climate models are the principle tools that have
been developed to provide comprehensive and physically consistent insights into the
climate system. Despite their comprehensiveness, they still provide imperfect represen-
tations of the complex Earth systems. Studying past climate variability offers crucial
opportunities to test these models and their fidelity in representing the full complex-
ity and behavior of the natural system. Thus, studying past climate variability of warm
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Earth system periods is key step in potentially elucidating the mystery of the future
climate under the ongoing global warming.
1.2 Scientific background
1.2.1 The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
The global ocean overturning circulation (Fig. 1.1a) is defined as the large scale move-
ment of waters in the ocean basins, namely the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian basins.
It is mainly driven by two distinct physical mechanisms interacting with each other
(Rahmstorf , 2006): (1) the wind-driven current, and (2) the thermohaline (THC) cur-
rent. While (1) is the direct transport of water masses induced by the friction with the
wind at the ocean’s surface, (2) is induced by the changes in water mass density with
the fluctuation of its temperature and salt content through the water column. Both pro-
cesses result in horizontal (Fig. 1.1a, arrows) and vertical (Fig. 1.1a, orange patches)
water mass transport, which carry with them physical and biogeochemical properties,
e.g., temperature and carbon, across the globe.
The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) has emerged as an im-
portant metric for describing the overturning circulation in the Atlantic and is defined
as the north-south flow across hemispheres connecting surface and deep water masses
(Fig. 1.1b). It is characterized by two overturning cells, which are affected by both the
wind and the changes in temperature-salinity. The upper cell transports relatively warm
and salty near-surface water northwards where it gradually cools, becomes denser, and
ultimately sinks into the ocean interior. Currently the sinking sites are mainly localised
in the Labrador and Nordic Seas. Together they form the North Atlantic Deep Water
(NADW), which is a cold and deep southward flow (Fig. 1.1b, blue arrow) represent-
ing the starting point of the AMOC. The lower cell consists of a bottom northward flow
of dense and cold Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW, Fig. 1.1b, purple), which is pro-
duced in the Southern Ocean (Foster and Carmack, 1976; Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). This
northward flow at the bottom of the Atlantic ocean is compensated by the southward
deep return flow where both NADW and AABW mix and, after transformation within
the indo-pacific (Talley, 2013), are eventually returned to the surface in the Southern
Ocean via the wind-driven upwelling (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995).
The climate of the North Atlantic is intimately related to the AMOC, which has
the unique characteristic of transporting heat from the Southern Hemisphere to the
Northern Hemisphere. Consequently, a significant amount of heat, roughly 1.1 PW
(PW = 1015 Watt) at 20◦N, is transported from the tropics to the northern high latitudes
(Buckley and Marshall, 2016; Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000). This heat is released to
the atmosphere and contributes to the mild climate in the northwest Europe, which is
up to 6◦C warmer than its counterpart in the Pacific (Palter, 2015). On the other hand,
it also plays an essential role in regulating the uptake of atmospheric CO2 in the North
Atlantic and transporting it to the interior ocean for long-term storage (also known
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Figure 1.1: a. Simplified schematic of the global ocean circulation, illustrating the overall water mass
flow associated to their relative depths: surface (red), deep (blue) and abyssal (purple). The associated
deep water formation regions are represented by the orange patch. Modified from Rahmstorf (2002). A
simplified schematic of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) in its current operat-
ing mode is represented in b.
as the solubility pump), thus making the AMOC a critical component of the climate
system (Clark et al., 2002; Rahmstorf , 2002).
An important factor that characterizes the unique conditions of the Atlantic basin, in
addition to the transport of heat across the Equator, is its unusually high salinity. This
is maintained by an excess of evaporation over precipitation, river runoff and ice melt
(Emile-Geay et al., 2003; Warren, 1983), and the transport of saline water through the
Agulhas leakage along the South African coastline (De Ruijter et al., 1999). This pre-
conditions the Atlantic for deep water convection as these high-salinity water masses
cools in the northern high latitudes. Interestingly, the AMOC also self-sustains its
northward salt advection. Consequently, a strong AMOC state (as is it today) main-
tains suitable conditions for deep convection to occur by transporting more salt than at
weaker state, thus providing a powerful AMOC feedback called salt-advection feed-
back. Consequently, the concept of an AMOC collapse has emerged as the salt-
advection feedback can also further reduce a declining AMOC as less salt would be
advected into the convection regions. Model studies predict global consequences as-
sociated to an AMOC collapse, possibly affecting the the Atlantic sink of CO2,the
marine biology, the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), the precipitation pattern
and the air temperature (Schmittner, 2005; Schuster and Watson, 2007; Vellinga and
Wood, 2002). For example, a disruption of the AMOC could generate a cooling over
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the North Atlantic of up to 10◦C (Liu et al., 2017).
1.2.2 AMOC and abrupt climate changes
Evidence from the paleoclimate records over the last Glacial period (115,000 - 11,700
years ago) have been the first to point toward a series of global climate shifts, spanning
almost the full range of glacial to interglacial conditions, involving large modifications
in the pattern of precipitations, surface air temperature, ocean biogeochemistry and
greenhouse gas concentration (Clement and Peterson, 2008; Schmittner and Galbraith,
2008; Voelker et al., 2002). These global climate shifts are represented by 25 abrupt
variations, notably recorded in the glacial ice of Greenland (Fig. 1.2a), and have been
commonly referred to as Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) events (Dansgaard et al., 1984).
They are characterized by rapid transitions within a few decades from cold (referred
to as stadials) to warm (referred to as interstadials) intervals of millennial-timescale
(Voelker et al., 2002).
Ever since, the scientific community has attempted to elucidate the plausible mech-
anisms responsible for these past climate shifts and have suggested several potential
processes: the sea-ice and its feedback on air-sea heat exchange and albedo (Denton
et al., 2005; Gildor and Tziperman, 2003; Kaspi et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005); trop-
ical processes, as these regions connect both hemispheres and show large hydrologic
variability which can potentially alter the water vapor (a powerful greenhouse gas) con-
centration in the atmosphere (Clement et al., 2001; Pierrehumbert, 2000); the changes
in the northward heat transport associated with modification in AMOC structure (and
strength) (Clark et al., 2002; Rahmstorf , 2002), which to this date seem to prevail. No-
tably, the temperature reconstruction recorded in the Antarctica’s ice sheet is in anti-
phase from that recorded in Greenland (Barker et al., 2011; Blunier and Brook, 2001),
provides compelling evidence for climate variability consistent with the hypothesis in-
volving the AMOC-induced heat transport changes where a reduction in northward heat
transport ultimately leads to warming of the Southern Hemisphere (Crowley, 1992).
The idea that the AMOC may have several equilibrium states, which can be trig-
gered to transition by input of freshwater, was first invoked in the pioneering modeling
work of Stommel (1961), who described convection in a system affected by both tem-
perature and salinity, thus highlighting the importance of the THC. It is only after the
discovery of the last glacial climate shifts, more than two decades later, that the full
relevance of his work was recognized. During some of these D-O events, layers of
ice-rafted detritus (IRD) have been identified in marine sediment cores, hinting for
drifting icebergs that periodically have spread over the convection areas of the North
Atlantic (Bond and Lotti, 1995; Broecker, 1994; Hemming, 2004; MacAyeal, 1993).
These cooling events have been referred to as Heinrich events and are associated with
large IRD layers extending across the North Atlantic marking collapse of the Lauren-
tide ice sheet (Heinrich, 1988). Thus, the idea of periodical large freshwater input over
the convection zones of the North Atlantic became a convincing way of explaining the
climate shifts through the variations of the AMOC and its production of NADW. Three
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Figure 1.2: a. Profiles of δ 18O recorded in an ice core from the North Greenland project covering the
last 123,000 years (modified from North Greenland Ice Core Project members (2004)). This oxygen
isotope is a proxy for air temperature and reveals its variations over Greenland during the last Glacial
period fluctuating 25 times between cold and warm conditions known as Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-
O) events. b. Simplified schematic of the three different modes of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC), which characterize the last glacial period. The purple arrow represents the upper
cell of the AMOC and the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). The blue arrow represents
the bottom cell and the penetration of southern Source Water (SSW) — today known as Antarctic Bottom
Water (AABW). Panel (b) is modified from Rahmstorf (2002)).
different operating modes (Rahmstorf , 2002) of the AMOC have been proposed in cor-
relation with marine paleoclimate records pointing the rate of NADW production as
main AMOC control (Henry et al., 2016; Lynch-Stieglitz, 2017). Figure 1.2b illustrates
these three operating modes: (1) the warm circulation state of today, characterized by
a vigorous upper overturning cell transporting heat to the northern high latitudes and
generating deep water in the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian Seas; (2) the cold circula-
tion state, which produces deep water further south, in the subpolar North Atlantic, and
exhibits further penetration of southern source waters while the upper cell is shallower;
(3) the (cold) off circulation state, which is typical of Heinrich events with a complete
collapse of the NADW formation (Henry et al., 2016; Rahmstorf , 2002).
Motivated by these interpretations, generations of numerical models have been test-
ing the sensitivity of the AMOC to freshwater by performing freshwater "hosing" ex-
periments (e.g., Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001); Kageyama et al. (2010); Liu et al.
(2009); Menviel et al. (2014); Schmittner et al. (2007); Stouffer et al. (2006)). These
model studies confirmed the ability of a large freshwater input over the North Atlantic
Ocean to shut down the AMOC and generate cooler surface ocean in the high lati-
tudes consistent with the proxy data. However, they also demonstrated that the AMOC
responses to freshwater input vary as a function of background climate state and exper-
imental design. The extent to which the recorded abrupt climate changes from the last
glacial period were caused by only freshwater input remains under debate as many re-
cent studies point out inconsistencies in the interpretation of the proxies and model set-
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tings. For example, Gutjahr and Lippold (2011) showed for the Heinrich event 2 that
the widespread deposition of IRD occurred 2,000 years after the AMOC had started
weakening, while the proxy based study of Barker et al. (2015) revealed that the IRD
deposition systematically lags the onset of the North Atlantic cooling.
In the mid noughties, de Vries and Weber (2005) and Weber and Drijfhout (2007)
found that the dynamical regime of the AMOC comes from its capacity to export/im-
port freshwater in the convection regions of the North Atlantic. To do so, they de-
fined the metric, called FovS, representing the flux of freshwater (usually evaluated at
34◦S) induced by the overturning circulation itself, whose sign predicts the stability
of the regime. A positive FovS translates to a mono-stable regime where freshwater is
imported toward the convection sites. Consequently, a reduction of the AMOC also
weakens the import of freshwater, creating denser (more saline) water masses in the
convection regions, and leads to an increase in the overturning circulation. A negative
FovS corresponds to a bi-stable regime where freshwater is exported from the convec-
tive regions, generating a saline dense water mass. Thus, a reduction of the AMOC
also weakens the production of dense saline water, thus further decreasing the AMOC.
This discovery was followed by a myriad of model analysis through the full spectrum
of complexity and under varying boundary conditions. It revealed that a majority of the
current climate models exhibit a mono-stable AMOC regime (Drijfhout et al., 2011;
Weaver et al., 2012), which potentially generates a too stable AMOC (Liu et al., 2017).
However, they also showed that multiple equilibria states of the AMOC are closely
linked to the salt-advection feedback, which is sensitive to model details (Weijer et al.,
2019).
Meanwhile, other model simulations showed that internal processes to the atmosphere-
ocean system can generate spontaneous AMOC variations without any changes in the
freshwater input (Arzel et al., 2012; Drijfhout et al., 2013; Friedrich et al., 2010; Sakai
and Peltier, 1997; Schulz et al., 2002; Vettoretti and Peltier, 2015; Winton, 1993). These
model studies link the abrupt transitions between cold and warm state to the changes in
vertical density gradient in the North Atlantic, while others highlight the instability of
the sea-ice extent acting like an ocean heat insulator until it crosses a certain threshold
and collapse from below (Li et al., 2005, 2010; Petersen et al., 2013). To summarize,
both externally-forced and spontaneous AMOC variations seem strongly dependent on
the background climate state and are consistent in the general features of the atmo-
spheric, oceanic and sea-ice response. The addition of freshwater seems, however, to
lead to a more complete shut down of the AMOC (Brown and Galbraith, 2016), which
is of concern in the context of future global warming and ice sheet melting.
1.2.3 Climate stability under warmer boundary conditions
Warm interglacial climates strongly differ from cold glacial intervals (e.g., ice-sheet
extent, sea level, atmospheric CO2 levels and global surface temperature), and the in-
credibly persistent mild climate recorded in the deposited ice of Greenland over the last
8,000 years has led to the initial idea that interglacials were relatively stable and asso-
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ciated with a relatively strong AMOC. However, the current stability seems to be more
an exception than a rule as several Atlantic and European records indicate the pres-
ence of climate instability during the Last Interglacial (LIG, 130,000 - 115,000 years
ago) (Demény et al., 2017; Fronval and Jansen, 1996; Irvalı et al., 2016; Mokeddem
et al., 2014; Tzedakis et al., 2018), and a recent study showed that this high variabil-
ity could apply also for other Interglacials of the past 500,000 years, at least for deep
water properties (Galaasen et al., 2020).
The LIG, also called Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 5e or Eemian, is characterized in
its early phase by a high insolation factor in the northern high latitudes due to favorable
orbital configuration, which results in this period being 1-2◦C warmer globally and the
warmest interval of the past 250,000 years (Kaspar et al., 2005; Otto-Bliesner et al.,
2006). Several aspects of this period are particularly interesting as they share similar
features with the model projections of our future climate if anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions continue unabated, such as high-latitudes warming (Hoffman et al., 2017;
Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013), Greenland ice-sheet reduction, and higher sea level (Kopp
et al., 2009; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006). Nevertheless, even if this period provides a
study case for a climate system under warmer-than-today conditions, the reader should
keep in mind that many other aspects were also different such as the orbital configura-
tions and the greenhouse gas concentration.
Figure 1.3: a. Bottom water δ 13C reconstruction from Eirik Drift (red, three-point running mean;
shading, standard error of the three-point window) over the Last Interglacial (LIG). Abrupt variations
of up to 0.7 ‰ are depicted comparable to the glacial-interglacial magnitude. The light and dark purple
tick lines denote the mid-depth North and deep South Atlantic composites, representing characteristic
Northern and Southern Source Waters, respectively. The 65◦N insolation at 21 June is represented in
orange, while Eirik Drift IRD records is shown by the black thick line (in %) with arrows denoting
freshwater outburst floods. Modified from (Galaasen et al., 2020). The panel (b) shows the localisation
of the Eirik Drift sediment core (MD03-2664), noting that abrupt changes in bottom water δ 13C have
also been found at Gardar Drift (Site U1304) also shown on the map.
The difficulty in assessing the climate variability of the LIG (and other past period)
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resides in the resolution of the climate records and our ability to reconstruct and in-
terpret the data. On the multi-millennial timescale, the rate of NADW production is
relatively vigorous and stable (Adkins et al., 1997; Galaasen et al., 2014; Oppo et al.,
1997). On the other hand, very little is known about the shorter-term variability as
the resolution of proxies is often too low to provide much information about higher
frequency changes. However, using North Atlantic proxy data with a resolution bet-
ter than a century, recent studies revealed large and irregular swings of water mass
distribution (Galaasen et al., 2014, 2020; Hodell et al., 2009) showed by sudden varia-
tions of the stable isotope ratios of carbon (δ 13C), measured in the calcareous shells of
bottom-dwelling foraminifera. This discovery indicated that interglacial dynamics do
not exclude rapid changes in water mass influence and that this could affect the entire
water column down to the sea floor.
The link between the variations measured in benthic δ 13C and the ocean circulation
is, however, not straightforward and requires additional tools such as model simulations
to evaluate how they are associated (Bakker et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the importance
of freshwater in shaping the structure of the AMOC and the production of NADW dur-
ing that period is also highlighted via the presence of IRD. This relationship is most
apparent during the early part of the LIG, when ice melting was strongest due to the
final retreat of the Laurentide ice sheet from the previous glaciation (Colville et al.,
2011; Oppo et al., 1997; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006). In some respects this relationship
between circulation and freshwater (IRD) is similar to that observed for the glacial pe-
riod and D-O variability — although deviations occur over shorter timescales during
the LIG. However, not all changes in deep ocean chemistry are associated with IRD
as shown in Fig. 1.3a. Thus not only is the connection between δ 13C and circulation
uncertain, the drivers of these changes also remain enigmatic. In order to better un-
derstand what can trigger δ 13C variations it is instructive to review the mechanisms
leading to different δ 13C values in the interior ocean.
1.2.4 Physical and biogeochemical mechanisms behind δ 13C
Carbon isotopes provide clues to past carbon cycling changes in the Earth System.
The different behaviour of the light 12C and heavy 13C stable forms during reaction and
exchange of carbon leads to a fractionation of the carbon isotopes in the different carbon
reservoirs. The ratio of these isotopes provide important insight into these fractionating
processes and the size of enriched or depleted reservoirs.
The δ 13C represents the standardized ratio 13C/12C (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow,






The (13C/12C)standard ratio is the Pee Dee Belemnite ratio which provides the "zero"
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point for comparing isotopic variations (Craig, 1957). The 13C is slightly heavier than
12C due to its additional neutron in its core, which generates a fractionation effect dur-
ing air-sea gas exchange and marine biological activities (photosynthesis) and causing
the δ 13C to change in the water column (Eide et al., 2017a; Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 1995;
Schmittner et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 1995). The terrestrial and marine organisms pref-
erentially incorporate the lighter 12C over 13C during photosynthesis, which lowers the
isotopic ratio (13C/12C) in plants and phytoplanktons. Consequently, at the surface of
the ocean, where photosynthesis takes place, more 12C is consumed over 13C, leaving
the near surface water with a higher 13C/12C ratio, therefore increasing δ 13C. With time
and gravity, the 12C-rich biological particles eventually sink through the water column
and to the deep ocean where they are remineralized. This releases the 12C to the sur-
rounding waters, decreasing the 13C/12C ratio and δ 13C values in the deep ocean. In
other words, the surface ocean has a relatively high δ 13C while at depth, the older wa-
ter masses generally have lower δ 13C (Fig. 1.4). Both signatures are imprinted in the
calcareous shells of planktic (surface) and benthic (deep) foraminifera in the sediments
which provide an archive spanning millions of years of history (Hilting et al., 2008).
Figure 1.4: North-south section of the pre-industriel δ 13C (Eide et al., 2017b) in the Atlantic Ocean.
Modified from Galaasen et al. (2020). The regions with high δ 13C signature correspond to the newly
ventilated North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), commonly called Northern Source Water (NSW).
As both the mechanisms of biological pump and the air-sea gas exchange are differ-
ent between the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean, the NADW and AABW have
very distinct δ 13C signatures (Fig. 1.4). The low biological net efficiency (iron limited)
of the Southern Ocean results in low-δ 13C (AABW, approximately the blue shades be-
low 4000 m depths), as opposite to the high-δ 13C NADW, which is characterized with
a more efficient biological pump. Consequently, the analysis of δ 13C is often used to
reconstruct the variations in ocean circulation (Duplessy et al., 1988) and strength of bi-
ological pump (Crucifix, 2005; Curry and Oppo, 2005; Eide et al., 2017a; Morée et al.,
2018). Despite its vast potential, significant uncertainties remain in its interpretation
as a proxy of past carbon cycle and circulation changes (Broecker and McGee, 2013;
Oliver et al., 2010), as well as in the interpretation with regard to modern ocean data
and as a proxy for ocean carbon cycle changes (Eide et al., 2017a,b), emphasizing the
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necessity of additional model-data comparison. Besides, the air-sea gas exchange and
terrestrial carbon storage also play an important role in setting the values of δ 13C in the
ocean. For example, the dust-borne iron and atmospheric CO2 levels are suggested to
be closely linked to the δ 13C variations of the past 350,000 years (Ziegler et al., 2013),
while the terrestrial carbon storage seems also to play an important role in setting the
mean ocean value of δ 13C for glacial-interglacial transitions (Menviel et al., 2017).
Chapter 2
Motivations and objectives
The recent discovery of high frequency variability in the North Atlantic δ 13C bottom
water during the Last Interglacial period questions the relatively well established idea
that warm interglacials are stable. This challenge arises due to the unusually high-
resolution of the latest proxy results, down to or even surpassing centennial scale res-
olution. The role of freshwater still seems important in disturbing the production of
NADW during the early LIG, due to the relic influences of the previous glacial pe-
riod, and at its very end when the warm climate had slowly cooled approaching the
next glaciation. The current interpretation of these reconstructed δ 13C variations is that
shifts occur in water masses influencing the sediment core sites. Bottom waters ap-
pear to vary between δ 13C values typical of the Southern Source Water (SSW) and the
Northern Source Water (NSW) (Galaasen et al., 2014; Hodell et al., 2009), hinting at
more unstable Earth system than previously thought for the LIG (and in general dur-
ing Interglacials). Yet, the interpretation of these apparent carbon isotope changes in
terms of their implications for both ocean circulation and carbon cycle changes remains
uncertain — providing a central motivation for this thesis.
First, changes in the ocean carbon cycle during this period may have altered the
distribution of carbon in the ocean interior between the warm early and cold late LIG,
while the atmospheric CO2 remained relatively stable around 270-280 ppm (Lourantou
et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2013). Secondly, the interpretation of the proxy remains
poorly tested where the connection between bottom water δ 13C and ocean circula-
tion changes is not straightforward (Bakker et al., 2015). Can the current generation
of models reproduce such variability in the bottom water δ 13C within the timescale
(centennial-scale) and magnitudes observed in the data reconstructions? Can these be
linked to such reorganization of the AMOC during the LIG? Finally, as not all δ 13C
variations have been associated with freshwater (IRD), what other mechanisms may
trigger and contribute AMOC instability during the LIG?
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2.1 Introduction to the papers
In this thesis I present three papers that address each of the issues outlined above. Con-
sequently, this thesis aims to provide more insights into the δ 13C-AMOC relationship
during the LIG, and to better understand the major changes in the ocean carbon cycle
that could have affected the distribution of this tracer during this period.
Paper I, explores the mechanisms leading to modifications of the oceans carbon
cycle and budget during the LIG, using a state-of-the-art Earth system model. The
main objective of this paper is to identify the most sensitive regions that undergo carbon
dynamic changes between the warm and early LIG (125ka), as opposite to the colder
and late LIG (115ka), and establish the mechanisms leading to these changes. Thus,
Paper I addresses the question:
- What processes are leading to the changes in the ocean carbon cycle and budget
under the warm boundary condition of the LIG?
Paper II, is a model-data comparison between the model of intermediate complexity
iLOVECLIM and the reconstructed data of North Atlantic bottom water δ 13C during
the LIG at the Eirik and Gardar drifts (Galaasen et al., 2014; Hodell et al., 2009). This
paper is a first order test to the previous interpretation of the proxy and therefore is
centered around the following questions:
- Can the current generation of models reproduce the variability in the bottom wa-
ter δ 13C within the timescale (centennial-scale) and magnitudes observed in the high-
resolution data reconstructions of the North Atlantic during the LIG, and is the reorga-
nization of the AMOC responsible for it?
Finally, Paper III investigates in more detail the mechanisms and threshold giving
rise to AMOC variations in the model by simulating an additional set of transient ex-
periments during the LIG. The aim of this study is to elucidate the mechanisms behind
spontaneous or unforced AMOC variability simulated under LIG boundary conditions
and determine the model specific thresholds/regime under which such variability can
occur. Hence, this paper addresses the question:
- What are the physical mechanisms and boundary conditions responsible for the
simulated spontaneous AMOC variations during the LIG?
Together, these papers provide a relatively complete overview of the ocean dynam-
ics from the LIG, from the changes in the carbon cycling, to the stability of the ocean
circulation and its interpretation though the δ 13C tracer.
Chapter 3
Summary of results
Paper I: Augustin Kessler, Eirik V. Galaasen, Ulysses S. Ninnemann, and Jerry F.
Tjiputra, (2018): Ocean carbon inventory under warmer climate conditions the case
of the Last Interglacial, Climate of the Past, 14(12), 1961–1976. doi: 10.5194/732cp-
14-1961-2018.
Using the state-of-the-art Earth system model NorESM1-ME, we simulated two
states of the penultimate interglacial period (the warm 125ka vs the cold 115ka) to
make a first attempt at quantifying the biogeochemical and physical processes causing
the ocean carbon storage to change under different (interglacial) orbital configurations
and background climates.
Significant reductions in the ocean carbon storage capacity (314.1 PgC) are found
under the warmer climate at 125ka where the reduction in the biological pump plays a
major role, contributing to more than 48% of the ocean carbon budget decrease. This
reduction occurs mainly in the interior ocean while there is a weak increase in the top
1000 to 1500 m depth. Two factors are found to mainly contribute to the drop in carbon
budget in the deeper interior ocean: (1) a weaker biological component from both the
soft-tissue and the carbonate pumps that dominates at the depth between 1000 and 3000
m, and (2) a stronger disequilibrium effect of DIC in the bottom waters.
The Atlantic Ocean is revealed as the most sensitive basin to changes in the biolog-
ical pump where shorter residence time of interior deep water masses lead the ocean
carbon budget to decrease due to higher ventilation rate (i.e., a reduced time for rem-
ineralization of the organic matters). The reorganization of the NSW-SSW distribution
in the interior ocean also reflects the higher ventilation rate at 125ka and arises from
the southward retreat at depth of the poorly ventilated SSW when the Southern Ocean
sea-ice retreats.
At the surface ocean, heterogeneous changes in phosphate availability and carbon
export production especially between the Atlantic and Pacific basins are found, sug-
gesting different basin responses of the biogeochemical divide to warmer boundary
conditions. Nevertheless, this study suggests that the Atlantic sector of the Southern
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Ocean is most sensitive to past climate change and hence could be a potential indicator
of similar large-scale circulation changes and carbon sequestration rate in the future.
Paper II: Augustin Kessler, Nathaelle Bouttes, Didier M. Roche, Ulysses S. Ninne-
mann, Eirik V. Galaasen, and Jerry F. Tjiputra (in revision): Atlantic Meridional Over-
turning Circulation and δ 13C variability during the Last Interglacial, Paleoceanogra-
phy and Paleoclimatology.
In this study, we compare the bottom water δ 13C from two sediment cores in the
North Atlantic (MD03-2664, Eirik Drift and Site U1304, Gardar Drift), that show high
frequency variability during the LIG, with a transient simulation from 125ka to 115ka.
The simulation is forced only with natural greenhouse gas and orbital evolution, using
the iLOVECLIM Earth system model of intermediate complexity. Thereby, we make a
first order test of whether or not this model is able to reproduce the bottom δ 13C vari-
ations in this region, and if the previous interpretation involving modifications in water
mass distributions of SSW and NSW in the deep ocean are mechanistically plausible.
Our simulation reproduces the short timescale (centennial) and much of the mag-
nitude (up to 0.65 ‰) of bottom water δ 13C variations inferred from high resolution
proxy reconstructions at two core locations. Furthermore, the simulated offset in bot-
tom water δ 13C (0.4 ‰) at these two locations corresponds in magnitude to the ob-
served gradient in the subpolar North Atlantic during the late LIG and translates to the
relative influence of SSW versus NSW to the sediment core locations.
In the model, the variations of bottom water δ 13C closely follow the variations
in water mass influences (NSW versus NSW), supporting the previous interpretation
of the proxies, and the AMOC strength. Consequently, high values of bottom δ 13C
corresponding to strong AMOC are associated to a major influence of NSW to the
sediment core sites. Conversely, when the AMOC weakens, the bottom water δ 13C at
both core locations decreases, revealing, however, two distinct values, suggesting that
the southernmost core location (Site U1304) is more sensitive to the influence of SSW
than the northernly located MD03-2664.
The spontaneous AMOC variations is found associated to the activation and de-
activation of deep convection areas south of Greenland where saline Atlantic surface
water penetrates when the sea-ice in this region retreats. This paper underlines that
the convection south of Greenland (Irminger and Labrador Seas) is closely related to
the overall overturning circulation strength, and that it may be plausible that it has also
switched on and off at centennial-timescales during the LIG, reminiscent of the mech-
anisms invoked for abrupt millennial-scale ocean-climate changes observed during the
last glacial cycle.
Paper III: Augustin Kessler, Nathaelle Bouttes, Didier M. Roche, Ulysses S.
Ninnemann, and Jerry F. Tjiputra (submitted): Dynamics of spontaneous (multi)
centennial-scale1variations of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation strength
during the Last Interglacial, Paleoceanography and Paleoclimatology.
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In this study, we explore the internal mechanisms and thresholds of the intermedi-
ate complexity model iLOVECLIM in simulating spontaneous AMOC variations dur-
ing the LIG. We performed three additional experiments to that previously described
over the LIG in order to differentiate the relative importance of the change in orbital
and greenhouse gas forcings, and determine the role of terrestrial vegetation-induced
climate feedback on AMOC.
We found that the spontaneous 300 years frequency of the AMOC variations are
associated to the changes in orbital forcing and the resulting decline of summer insola-
tion in the high northern latitudes. Two key regions of North Atlantic deep convection
are identified as playing a major role in initiating the AMOC increases and declines:
(1) the northern Nordic Seas (NNS) and (2) the northwestern North Atlantic (NWNA).
These regions are linked through a series of processes involving the atmosphere-ocean-
cryosphere system where an early increase in deep convection in region (1) leads to the
activation or increase of the deep convection in (2), resulting in the strengthening of the
AMOC.
The model seems to exhibit a summer air temperature threshold (∼-4◦C) between
the latitude bands 69◦N-80◦N below which the AMOC switches rapidly to be preferen-
tially simulated at lower state (∼10 Sv). This is associated to the rapid expansion of the
sea-ice in both regions (1) and (2) and the transport of more fresh polar water along the
Greenland coastline. This study shows that spontaneous variations of the AMOC may
have been plausible during the LIG and that the ocean-atmosphere-cryosphere system
may also hold enough energy to trigger it under the warm conditions of the LIG.
In short, complex coupled feedbacks in the climate system play a key role in gener-
ating spontaneous AMOC variability, but only when boundary conditions are right for
them to arise. In this case, they involve large sea ice changes as a crucial component.
Future projections suggest that the North Atlantic will likely be free of sea-ice as early
as the second half of this century, therefore we suggest that such AMOC variations are
very unlikely to occur at the end of the century.
3.1 Main conclusion
Collectively these papers use model analysis together with model-data comparisons to
provide a detailed assessment of the coupled ocean physico-chemical dynamics during
the LIG. They provide new insights into the physical mechanisms behind proxy (δ 13C)
variability during this period and its implication for ocean (in)stability during a past
period of warm(er) climate. Therefore, based on the results of the three papers outlined
above, the main conclusions of this thesis are:
• The warm boundary conditions at 125ka reduces the ocean capacity to store car-
bon by more than 300 PgC as compared to what it is at 115ka. The Atlantic basin
large scale circulation structure is the most impacted with a profound change in
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NSW-SSW distribution in the interior ocean. The 125ka simulation results in a
reduced standing volume of old deep water (SSW) with high remineralized car-
bon content, while very little changes occur in the surface primary production.
• This thesis supports the previous interpretation of abrupt bottom water δ 13C vari-
ations involving rapid shifts in waster masses influence in the deep ocean during
the LIG (Galaasen et al., 2014; Hodell et al., 2009). It shows that (1) it is mech-
anistically plausible to abruptly modify the bottom water δ 13C via changes in
NSW-SSW influence, (2) the strength of the AMOC could be linked to the rela-
tive influence of SSW in the North Atlantic.
• The atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere system could enter a regime of nonlinear in-
stability during the LIG, resulting in spontaneous transitions between weak and
strong AMOC without external (anomalously applied freshwater) forcing. The
key non-linearity may arise, in this case, due to the phase change as convection
modulation appears to be tightly coupled to sea ice cover changes. Such sea-ice
conditions are very unlikely to occur at the end of the century, when the North
Atlantic is expected to be sea-ice free.
3.2 Perspectives and outlook
This section discusses the limitations of the model results presented in this thesis in
the context of the recorded LIG climate conditions and potential relevance for future
climate.
In general, several aspects of the LIG climate conditions have been substituted with
pre-industrial in this study state because of the lack of constraints from past proxy
records or due to computational limitations. First, the use of quasi-equilibrium states
in Paper I in representing two time slice of the LIG (125ka and 115ka) and of an equi-
librium state at 125ka as starting point for the LIG transient simulation in Paper II and
III, is unrealistic. It ignores transient forcings and shorter-term variability in the case
of Paper I and removes potential effects from reminiscent glacial conditions in Paper
II and III. Consequently, internal climate variability in our model simulations likely
do not represent that of the past LIG. However, Paper I still provides insight into the
baseline changes and distribution of DIC when forced by different LIG orbital configu-
rations, while Paper II and III demonstrate that the climate response to natural transient
changes in greenhouse gas and orbital forcings is sufficient to generate large shifts in
interior ocean carbon distribution and water mass geometry, thus supporting the previ-
ous interpretation of δ 13C proxy. Nevertheless, it remains to be explored how the same
model response if different or more realistic initial conditions were to be used.
Secondly, in Paper I, riverine input of nutrients, sea level and atmospheric loads of
dust have been set to pre-industrial levels while they are likely to be different during
the LIG. For instance, the sea level is suggested to have been 6-9 m above the present
levels during the LIG (Kopp et al., 2009). This could have impacted the long term
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ocean carbon cycling by altering the production of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) matter
from corals and shallow water algae during the early 125ka as compared to that dur-
ing the cold 115ka when the sea level is suggested to decrease with the Earth system
entering the new glaciation (Frankignoulle et al., 1994; Kleinen et al., 2016). Note
that the results Paper I highlight very little impact of the changes in hard shell CaCO3
as compared to the soft-tissues remineralization. In addition, we realize that conse-
quent changes could arise from the change in dust load into the atmosphere between
125ka and 115ka, especially by iron-fertilizing the ocean under the cold 115ka bound-
ary conditions, affecting therefore the biological pump (Ziegler et al., 2013). Based on
previous studies, an increase of the carbon budget during the colder 115ka can be ex-
pected from the addition of more iron-borne dust as compared to 125ka by increasing
its surface production of organic matter and consequently more remineralization in the
interior ocean.
Finally, the freshwater input from ice sheet melting is the primary source of uncer-
tainties in the model studies from this thesis, so as the extent of the sea-ice edge during
the LIG. These remain poorly documented for the LIG and difficult to constrain. The
early LIG seems to be more sensitive to strong episodic freshwater inputs as recorded
by the IRD pulses during that period (Galaasen et al., 2014), but quantifying their
magnitudes and discharge rates remain challenging. Both short-lived freshwater con-
tribution, such as the recorded 8.2-like outburst through the Hudson straight at around
125ka (Galaasen et al., 2014; Nicholl et al., 2012), and longer-term transient melting
of the Greenland ice sheet remain relatively poorly understood, so as their implications
for altering ventilation rates, interior water mass geometry and bottom-water chemistry.
Papers II and III reveal however that even without the contribution of freshwater both
on the long and short-term, self sustained variations from complex interactions of the
atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere system are sufficient to simulate comparable changes in
the ocean carbon dynamic (δ 13C) and may be plausible under the LIG.
In the context of the work presented in this thesis, I would recommend for the
direction of future research to:
• encourage the implementation additional ocean tracers such as the δ 13C in the
latest generation Earth system models. This would benefit the paleoclimate com-
munity in constraining past climate variations with more insight into the carbon
cycle and ocean circulation, especially if model are capable of resolving higher
resolution changes for selected key paleoclimate states and variability.
• lead additional δ 13C model-data comparison over the LIG in order to constrain
the first order results of this thesis, but also to perform similar transient experi-
ments over older interglacials that showed bottom water δ 13C abrupt variations
(Galaasen et al., 2020). This would narrow to what boundary conditions such
abrupt variability may be reproduced and how they may or may not be relevant
under the projected future warmer world.
• lead a model inter-comparison project, but instead of using different time-slices
of past periods (e.g., Kageyama et al. (2018)), performing a set of transient simu-
lations. For this, Earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMIC) could
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be used as they are less expensive than ESMs and allow for multi millennial-
timescales simulations. Alternatively, ESMs with a reduced resolution could also
be considered. This would constrain the results of this thesis over the LIG, and
could also give more insight into the climatic impact from such abrupt AMOC
fluctuations.
• Increase the available sea ice proxy reconstructions for the LIG, a time period
from which very few data are currently available (Stein et al., 2017). The work
done in this thesis suggests that, similar as for abrupt climate changes during
glacial periods (e.g., Li and Born (2019) for a review), sea ice feedbacks may
also play a crucial role in ocean circulation and climate variability during inter-
glacials. Sea ice reconstructions from key convection regions could provide a
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Abstract. During the Last Interglacial period (LIG), the
transition from 125 to 115 ka provides a case study for as-
sessing the response of the carbon system to different lev-
els of high-latitude warmth. Elucidating the mechanisms re-
sponsible for interglacial changes in the ocean carbon in-
ventory provides constraints on natural carbon sources and
sinks and their climate sensitivity, which are essential for as-
sessing potential future changes. However, the mechanisms
leading to modifications of the ocean’s carbon budget dur-
ing this period remain poorly documented and not well un-
derstood. Using a state-of-the-art Earth system model, we
analyze the changes in oceanic carbon dynamics by com-
paring two quasi-equilibrium states: the early, warm Eemian
(125 ka) versus the cooler, late Eemian (115 ka). We find con-
siderably reduced ocean dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC;
− 314.1 PgC) storage in the warm climate state at 125 ka as
compared to 115 ka, mainly attributed to changes in the bi-
ological pump and ocean DIC disequilibrium components.
The biological pump is mainly driven by changes in inte-
rior ocean ventilation timescales, but the processes control-
ling the changes in ocean DIC disequilibrium remain difficult
to assess and seem more regionally affected. While the At-
lantic bottom-water disequilibrium is affected by the organi-
zation of sea-ice-induced southern-sourced water (SSW) and
northern-sourced water (NSW), the upper-layer changes re-
main unexplained. Due to its large size, the Pacific accounts
for the largest DIC loss, approximately 57 % of the global de-
crease. This is largely associated with better ventilation of the
interior Pacific water mass. However, the largest simulated
DIC differences per unit volume are found in the SSWs of
the Atlantic. Our study shows that the deep-water geometry
and ventilation in the South Atlantic are altered between the
two climate states where warmer climatic conditions cause
SSWs to retreat southward and NSWs to extent further south.
This process is mainly responsible for the simulated DIC re-
duction by restricting the extent of DIC-rich SSW, thereby
reducing the storage of biological remineralized carbon at
depth.
1 Introduction
The Last Interglacial (LIG, or Eemian) is composed of a
warm onset around 125 ka characterized by warmer tem-
perature at high latitudes relative to the present and a pro-
gressive cooling toward 115 ka when the last glaciation ini-
tiated (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006; Masson-Delmotte et al.,
2010). Evidence from land, ice, and ocean records identify
the former as the period with the most intense global warm-
ing during the last 200 000 years (Turney and Jones, 2010;
Dorthe Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013; Capron et al., 2014) mainly
due to changes in the orbital configurations. If anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions continue unabated, a climatically
anomalously warm state is expected to occur in the near fu-
ture with a warming by the end of this century that may be
equivalent to the high-latitude reconstructed temperature for
the LIG (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013). The changes in the warm
Eemian period may therefore be considered an analog for a
future warmer climate.
Few model-based studies examine the carbon cycle dy-
namics for the LIG period with a particular focus on
the ability of models to simulate the transient changes
in atmospheric CO2 concentration, which remains rela-
tively stable around 270–280 ppm without displaying any
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trends (Lourantou et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2013). Most
of these studies provide a better understanding of the land
carbon budget, particularly highlighting the importance of
temperature changes on the land vegetation and slow pro-
cesses of CO2 change such as peatland carbon dynamics and
CaCO3 shallow-water accumulation (Schurgers et al., 2006;
Kleinen et al., 2016; Brovkin et al., 2016). Although there
are numerous studies that have analyzed the role of the ocean
carbon cycle in regulating the atmospheric CO2, especially
for the interglacial-glacial transition period (Ridgwell, 2001;
Sigman and Boyle, 2000; Menviel et al., 2012), to the au-
thors’ knowledge there is no study that investigate in de-
tails changes in marine carbon and nutrient cycling during
the Eemian period of the LIG (125–115 ka).
With respect to changes in large-scale ocean circulation,
reconstructions indicate that deep Atlantic circulation pat-
terns and water mass geometries likely change over this
interval. While mid-depth ventilation of northern-sourced
waters (NSWs) is maintained in the North Atlantic by
millennial-scale sustained North Atlantic Deep Water forma-
tion throughout the LIG (McManus et al., 2002; Mokeddem
et al., 2014), southern-sourced waters (SSWs) expanded at
depth toward 115 ka (Govin et al., 2009). In addition to large-
scale circulation changes, temperature-induced changes in
carbon solubility pumps and biological production are ex-
pected to alter the ocean carbon budget, in particular in the
interior ocean. Other changes such as sea ice extent and
ocean ventilation could also affect ocean carbon sequestra-
tion rate during the LIG. Elucidating the mechanisms re-
sponsible for changes in the ocean carbon distribution and
inventory is of interest as it provides past constraints and
context for evaluating the response of natural carbon sources
and sinks to future climate change. This study aims to fill
this knowledge gap by analyzing and comparing, in terms
of ocean carbon dynamic, two opposite states of the LIG:
the early and warm Eemian onset (125 ka) versus the cooler
and late Eemian (115 ka). Using a state-of-the-art Earth sys-
tem model, our study addresses the regional differences in
the ocean carbon storage and the underlying mechanisms.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we describe
the model, the experiment design, and the terms and metrics
used to quantify the differences in carbon dynamics during
the two periods. Section 3 presents the results of the model
simulations, while discussions and comparison with previous
studies are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, the study is summa-
rized in Sect. 5.
2 Method
2.1 Model description
The present study uses output of an updated version of the
Norwegian Earth System Model (NorESM1-ME), which has
recently been further developed to efficiently perform multi-
millennial and ensemble simulations (Bentsen et al., 2013;
Luo et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018). This model includes
an isopycnal-coordinate ocean general circulation model
based on the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model
(MICOM; Bleck et al., 1992) and a biogeochemical ocean
module adapted from the Hamburg Oceanic Carbon Cycle
(HAMOCC5) model (Maier-Reimer, 1993; Maier-Reimer et
al., 2005; Tjiputra et al., 2013). The inorganic seawater car-
bon chemistry in HAMOCC5 includes prognostic partial
pressure of CO2 (pCO2) according to the Ocean Carbon-
Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (OCMIP) protocols.
The pCO2 is computed as a function of temperature, salinity,
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), total alkalinity (TALK),
and pressure. This adapted version of HAMOCC5 does not
include prognostic weathering fluxes but does employ a 12-
layer sediment model following Heinze et al. (1999), which
is particularly relevant for long-term transient simulations.
The horizontal resolution of the land and atmospheric com-
ponents is approximately 2◦, while the ocean and ice com-
ponents have higher resolutions of approximately 1◦. In the
vertical, the ocean model adopts 53 isopycnal layers.
The land component in NorESM (CLM4, Community
Land Model version 4) is based on version 4 of the CLM fam-
ily (Lawrence et al., 2012a). The land surface is sub-gridded
into three sub-gridded entities: land units, columns, and plant
functional types (PFTs). These sub-gridded cells are used to
represent large-scale patterns of the landscape, variability in
the soil and snow state variables, and the exchanges between
land surface and atmosphere, respectively. Each of the sub-
grid entities has its own prognostic variables, is independent,
and experiences the same atmospheric forcing. Each cell is
averaged and weighted with its fractional area.
The marine ecosystem is based on a nutrient–
phytoplankton–zooplankton–detritus (NPZD) model
that includes dissolved organic carbon (DOC). The inor-
ganic nutrients consist of three macronutrients (phosphate,
nitrate, and silicate) and one micronutrient (dissolved
iron). A constant Redfield ratio is adopted in the model
as P : C : N :1O2= 1 : 122 : 16 :−172. The phytoplankton
growth rate is expressed as a function of temperature,
light (Smith, 1936; Eppley, 1972), phosphate, nitrate, and
dissolved iron availability, and its loss is regulated by an
exudation and mortality rate, in addition to zooplankton
grazing. The penetration of light decreases with depth
following an exponential function, which responds to a
gradual extinction factor formulated as a function of water
depth and chlorophyll concentration (Maier-Reimer et al.,
2005). The model prescribes a global constant vertical
sinking speed of particles produced in the euphotic zone
(above 100 m depth). The particulate organic carbon (POC),
which comprises dead phytoplankton and zooplankton,
sinks through the water column at a speed of 5 m day−1
and is remineralized at a constant rate of 0.02 day−1 when
oxygen is available. Other particles such as opal shells and
particulate inorganic carbon (PIC) sink at a speed of 60 and
30 m day−1, respectively. Particulates that reach the seafloor
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without being remineralized interact chemically with the
sediment pore water via bioturbation and vertical mixing
and advection within the sediment layers. In the model, the
air–sea gas exchange of CO2 and O2 only occurs between
the ocean surface and the atmosphere in ice-free regions and
is computed according to the following three components
(Wanninkhof, 1992): the gas solubility in seawater, which is
computed as a function of surface salinity and temperature
according to Weiss (1970, 1974); the gas transfer velocity,
which is proportional to the square of the surface wind speed
and is computed as a function of the Schmidt number; and
finally the air–sea gradient of gas partial pressures. To better
elucidate various biogeochemical processes on the carbon
cycle, the model is updated to also include preformed O2,
TALK, and PO4 tracers in the biogeochemical module.
At the surface, these preformed tracers are set to their
non-preformed value and are advected passively by the
ocean circulation in the interior without any other sources
and sinks. Finally, in order to provide information of the
water mass ages since its last contact with the atmosphere,
an idealized age tracer is implemented and simulated in
the NorESM model. Hence, the age tracer is set to zero
for all water masses at the ocean surface and subsequently
transported and mixed passively with circulation in the
ocean interior and integrated with the model time step. This
tracer is also used to estimate the ventilation rate of different
interior water masses.
2.2 Experiment setup
Two equilibrium experiments are performed
over the Eemian (model data available at
https://doi.org/10.11582/2018.00038; Kessler, 2018),
one near the onset (warmer than today, 125 ka) and one
at the end (colder, 115 ka) of the Last Interglacial. Both
experimental configurations follow the standard protocols
of the third phase of the Paleoclimate Modelling Inter-
comparison Project (PMIP3; https://pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr/,
last access: 5 December 2018), with a fixed vegetation
coverage from the preindustrial boundary conditions. The
only differences from the preindustrial configurations are the
orbital parameters and the greenhouse gases concentrations
(CO2, CH4, N2O). For the experiment at 125 ka (115 ka),
the atmospheric CO2, CH4, and N2O levels are prescribed
to be 276 ppmv (273 ppmv), 640 ppb (472 ppb), and 263 ppb
(251 ppb), respectively. The two experiments are branched
off from 1000 years of spin-up with a preindustrial setup and
forced with their respective interglacial boundary conditions
for 4000 simulation years.
In the last 50 years of Eemian forcing simulations the
ocean is close to equilibrium. Only small drifts remain,
mainly in the Pacific basin where the equilibrium is still
not fully established. Therefore, the global ocean DIC and
TALK slightly decrease in the experiment at 125 ka (115 ka)
by approximately −0.15 PgC yr−1 (−0.06 PgC yr−1) and
−0.01 Pmol yr−1 (−0.01 Pmol yr−1), respectively. However,
these drifts are small compared to the absolute ocean bud-
get in DIC (37391 and 37705 PgC) and TALK (3291 and
3303 Pmol) for the 125 and 115 ka experiments, respectively.
The differences in the pCO2 and TALK budget are small
between the two experiments. Such changes would affect
the DIC budget by about 32 PgC. The CO2 flux is rela-
tively constant and depicts the ocean as a weak source to
the atmosphere with an outgassing of 0.12± 0.06 at 115 ka
and 0.15± 0.06 PgC yr−1 at 125 ka. In addition, the differ-
ence in sedimentation rates between the two experiments
(∼ 6.10−4 PgC) appears to be negligible compared to the dif-
ference in DIC budget.
2.3 DIC decomposition
In order to analyze the oceanic carbon cycle, dissolved in-
organic carbon (DIC) is decomposed into its preformed and
biological components (Eq. 1), following Bernadello et al.
(2014):
DICtot = DICpre+DICbio. (1)
The preformed component of DIC (DICpre) comprises sat-
urated and disequilibrium parts (Eq. 2).
DICpre = DICsat+DICdis, (2)
where the DIC at saturation (DICsat) describes the DIC con-
centration when the water parcel is in full equilibrium with
the atmospheric CO2 when it is last in contact with the sur-
face. In our model, changes in DICsat are mainly affected by
changes in preformed TALK. We compute this variable of-
fline with the inorganic carbon chemistry program CO2SYS
developed in Matlab (van Heuven et al., 2011), including
other parameters such as the model output of preformed alka-
linity (TALKpre), preformed phosphate (PO4pre), surface sil-
icate, salinity, and temperature. In addition, the atmospheric
CO2 concentration from each experiment is used. To com-
plete the CO2SYS input, we applied the dissociation con-
stants K1 and K2 introduced by Mehrbach et al. (1973) and
refitted by Dickson and Millero (1987). The disequilibrium
part of DIC (DICdis) measures the disequilibrium state of the
surface water with respect to the atmosphere. This parameter
is computed from the DICtot (output), from which the bio-
logical and saturated DIC components (DICbio and DICsat)
are subtracted. Therefore, all components are included in its
calculation. A negative DICdis occurs when the water parcel
sinks into the ocean interior before a full equilibration with
the atmosphere is obtained, which leads to an undersaturation
of the water parcel. This undersaturation can also be rein-
forced by biological CO2 consumption at the surface, which
tends to increase the timescale needed for the water parcel
to equilibrate. However, a positive DICdis translates into a
supersaturation. The latter occurs when deep waters, which
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contain high concentration of DIC because of remineraliza-
tion processes, upwell or mix vertically with the surface wa-
ters (Follows and Williams, 2004). Both DICdis and DICsat
are transported by ocean circulation into the interior ocean.
The biological component of DIC comprises (1) the inte-
rior remineralization of organic matter (expressed in carbon),
which is produced in the euphotic layer via photosynthesis
(also referred to as soft-tissue pump), and (2) the remineral-
ization of planktonic calcium carbonate shells (expressed in
carbon; calcium carbonate pump). These two remineraliza-
tion components are added to form the biological component
of DIC, as shown in Eq. (3).
DICbio = DICsoft+DICcarb (3)
The remineralization of soft tissues (hereafter DICsoft)
contributes via phosphate (PO4) remineralization through
a carbon phosphorus stoichiometric ratio rC :P = 122. This
component is calculated from the difference between the to-
tal and the preformed PO4 according to
DICsoft = rC :P(PO4tot−PO4pre). (4)
The carbonate pump contributes through the dissolution of
CaCO3 hard shells, calculated as difference between the total
and the preformed alkalinity and PO4 following
DICcarb = 0.5[TALKtot−TALKpre+ rN :P(PO4tot−PO4pre)], (5)
where rN :P = 16 is the Redfield ratio adopted by the model
and the phosphate term accounts for the alkalinity changes
owing to the soft-tissue pump.
In our analysis, we show differences between the warmer
125 ka and the colder 115 ka experiments. We therefore use
the delta notations 1DICtot, 1DICsat, 1DICsoft, 1DICcarb,
and1DICdis to refer to changes between the warmer and the
colder periods.
2.4 Water mass analysis
In order to identify water mass sources, we apply the “PO”
tracer as defined by Broecker (1974). It is computed using
phosphate and oxygen fields following
PO= O2+ rO :PPO4, (6)
where rO :P = 172 is the phosphorus-to-oxygen stoichiomet-
ric ratio used in the model. This tracer is presumed to be
nearly constant for a specific water mass. It is based on the
principle that phosphate is released while oxygen is used dur-
ing remineralization, and vice versa during biological pro-
duction. The distinction of water masses using PO is useful
for contrasting water masses with very different surface PO
values. Here, we mainly use PO to identify NSW and SSW
masses in the deep ocean below 1000 m depth characterized
by low and high PO values, respectively.
3 Results
Section 3.1 describes the sea surface temperature and sea
ice changes, while changes in water mass properties are dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.2. The near-surface changes that particu-
larly influence the biological pump are addressed in Sect. 3.3,
and global to regional oceanic DIC storage changes are pre-
sented in Sect. 3.4. The analysis is performed over the aver-
age of the last 50 years of the simulations. In addition, the
global ocean is divided into three main basins: Atlantic, In-
dian, and Pacific.
3.1 Sea surface temperature and sea ice
Our model simulates a global and annual increase of sea
surface temperature (SST; +0.27 ◦C) at 125 ka relative to
the 115 ka experiment. This warming is mainly simulated
at high latitudes (Fig. 1a–d) where higher SSTs are simu-
lated throughout the year in the Southern Ocean (SO), south
of Greenland, the Norwegian Sea, and the northern part of
the Pacific Ocean. This persistent warming at 125 ka induces
the sea ice to melt (Fig. 1, green and purple lines). Conse-
quently, in the areas where sea ice extent is reduced, there
is more air–sea gas exchange and an increase in mixed-layer
depth (MLD; Fig. 1, black lines in the Southern Ocean). In
the Labrador Sea the mixed layer depth at 125 ka is deeper
by more than 100 m than at 115 ka. This is due to higher
salinity simulated in this region at 125 ka. At lower latitudes,
the SSTs vary more spatially and seasonally. For example, in
some parts of the Atlantic Ocean (North Atlantic Drift, the
equatorial region, and some sections of the subantarctic near
the 45◦ S band) cooler SSTs are simulated over several sea-
sons (1SST< 0, Fig. 1a–b). While the North Atlantic drift
depicts cooler SSTs during boreal winter and spring (Fig. 1a–
b), colder SSTs last until the boreal summer in the equatorial
region of the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1a–c). The 45◦ S latitude
band remains cooler over the four seasons. Here, the MLD
seems to be more controlled by changes in salinity instead of
temperature distribution.
We note that relative to the preindustrial, based on proxy
(Hoffman et al., 2017), our model simulates consistent spa-
tial feature of annual SST anomalies at 125 ka. It simulates,
among other things, (i) strongest warming at high latitudes,
specifically in parts of the Southern Ocean; (ii) weak cool-
ing at low latitudes; (iii) cooler SST in most of the Indian
Ocean; and (iv) a warmer eastern North Pacific. Neverthe-
less, the amplitude of SST warming and cooling at specific
sites tends to be weaker in our model. This feature appears to
be common in other global models and could be attributed to
their low spatial resolutions (Hoffman et al., 2017).
3.2 Water mass properties
In order to analyze the water mass properties, it is useful to
examine the changes in the overturning circulation. Figure 2
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Figure 1. Difference in sea surface temperature (1SST) between 125 and 115 ka. Only significant differences (i.e., with absolute value
greater than the interannual standard deviation over the last 50 years in both 125 and 115 ka) are shown. The green and purple lines correspond
to 50 % sea ice extent at 115 and 125 ka, respectively. The black (blue) thick lines depict regions affected by a deepening (shallowing) of the
mixed-layer depth (with difference greater than 100 m depth) at 125 ka compared to 115 ka.
Figure 2. Southern Ocean overturning stream function in Sverdrup
(Sv) for the experiment at 115 ka (a) and 125 ka (b). Red colors rep-
resent water masses moving clockwise, while blue colors represent
water masses moving counterclockwise.
shows the global overturning stream function in the South-
ern Ocean for both experiments. The Antarctic circumpolar
current is simulated stronger and deeper at 125 ka compared
to 115 ka (Fig. 2). This strengthening mainly occurs in the
Pacific section of the Southern Ocean (near 50◦ S), suggest-
ing an increase of the ventilation rate of the intermediate wa-
ters formed in this region. The Atlantic section of the South-
ern Ocean remains weakly modified. Indeed, using the same
model simulations as the present study, Luo et al. (2018, Sup-
plement Fig. S8) show that the surface wind speed in the
eastern and western South Atlantic are relatively similar at
125 and 115 ka. In addition, they also show that the simu-
lated Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC)
at 125 ka is as vigorous as at 115 ka but deepen by about
300 m depth. This suggests that the mid-depth and bottom
water in the North Atlantic Ocean should be better ventilated
at 125 ka than at 115 ka.
These changes in the overturning circulation affect the wa-
ter mass age tracer. Analyzing this parameter allows us to ex-
amine the interior ocean ventilation rate. A reduction in water
mass age translates to a faster ventilation rate and vice versa
for an increase in age. The differences in water mass age be-
tween 125 and 115 ka are presented in Fig. 3, depicting the
zonally averaged sections for each ocean basin. The water
mass ages in the Atlantic and the Indian oceans show similar
patterns, with mean older water masses in the upper layers
at 125 ka (roughly +100 years) and younger water masses
below 1000 m depth (as much as 500 years younger). This
is consistent with a deeper and slightly stronger AMOC at
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Figure 3. Zonally averaged section of the difference in water mass
age (1Age) between 125 and 115 ka in (a) the Atlantic Ocean,
(b) the Indian Ocean, and (c) the Pacific Ocean. The dashed lines
display 1Age= 0.
125 ka as shown in Luo et al. (2018). The Southern Ocean
(south of 50◦ S) contains younger water masses throughout
the entire water column in both basins at 125 ka, translating
to a stronger ventilation rate. This is likely due to changes in
the distribution of SSW and NSW. Figure 4 show that there
is a clear distinction between interior water mass structure
in the Atlantic basin between 115 ka (Fig. 4a) and 125 ka
(Fig. 4c). It shows that below 2000 m depth the SSW retreats
further southward at 125 ka relative to 115 ka in the Atlantic
basin. This confinement in SSW is induced by the change in
the Antarctic sea ice cover (Fig. 1), as explained by Ferrari et
al. (2014). However, the model also simulates a modification
in SSW density (−0.2 kg m−3 at 125 ka compared to 115 ka;
Fig. 4a, c). This reduction in water density is mainly driven
by the input of low-salinity freshwater from the melting of
the Antarctic sea ice and may have an additional impact on
determining the Atlantic distributions of NSW and SSW. As
a result of sea ice retreat, the winter mixed layer depth in this
area increases, resulting in younger water mass age in the
Southern Ocean. Near the surface (∼ 800 m depth) the SSW
seems to enter further north in the Atlantic basin at 125 ka
(Fig. 4c) relative to 115 ka (Fig. 4a).
While such large redistributions of northern- and southern-
origin deep waters only occur in the Atlantic, these changes
also influence water properties in the Indian Ocean due to the
“downstream” advection of younger deep water into the inte-
rior during the warmest period (125 ka – Fig. 3b). In addition
to simple advection of younger water northward in the Indian
basin, the residence time of the Indian Ocean’s deep water
must also decrease since the ventilation ages decrease north-
ward at depth. By contrast, in the Pacific Ocean, the zonally
averaged bottom-water mass ages are simulated to be older
at 125 ka (Fig. 3c). However, this basin can be divided be-
tween the western and eastern side. While the western side
is also influenced by the younger water masses created in the
Atlantic Ocean, the eastern side waters of the basin are sim-
ulated to be older at 125 ka by as much as 300 years. These
older water masses are created in the Pacific SO and may
be affected by a flattening of the isopycnals south of 60◦ S
at 125 ka (Fig. 4d, gray lines). This flattening of the isopyc-
nals is influenced by both sea ice melting and higher SSTs,
and suggests stronger stratification and a weaker subduction
rate. In addition, the SSW boundary (Fig. 4b, d; light pur-
ple dashed lines) seems to be slightly poleward at 125 ka
(∼ 60◦ S) compared to 115 ka (∼ 58◦ S). This may suggest
that more surface water originating from the subtropical gyre
(more depleted in phosphate) enters the Pacific section of
the Southern Ocean. Finally, the Pacific intermediate wa-
ters are simulated as younger at 125 ka when compared to
115 ka (Fig. 3c), which is consistent with the strengthening of
the upper cell of the overturning circulation previously men-
tioned for this region.
The southern-sourced waters are particularly affected in
terms of geometry distribution. We therefore divide the
changes from these SSWs into the three basins. Table 1
summarizes the changes occurring below 1000 m depth in
the SSWs in terms of volume, DIC, and water mass age
for each basin and reveals the Atlantic as the most affected
area under warmer climate conditions. The relative differ-
ence in all those three characteristics (1VSSW, 1AgeSSW,
and 1DICSSW) between 125 and 115 ka is the greatest in
the Atlantic (−37%, −262 years, and −0.92 g C m−3). This
demonstrates that the ventilation mechanism in the Atlantic
sector of the SO is likely to be more sensitive (than in other
basins) to climate change.
In response to the different forcings between 125 and
115 ka, significant changes are simulated in deep-water ven-
tilation rates and water mass distribution in the three basins.
While the responses in the Atlantic and Indian oceans have
some similarity (better deep-water ventilation), the Atlantic
basin seems to be the most sensitive and also simulates water
mass geometry changes. However, the ventilation rate in the
Pacific Ocean depicts an opposite sign of change to that of
the Atlantic and Indian oceans. In the next section we discuss
how these modification impact the near-surface productivity
in our model.
3.3 Near-surface productivity
Figure 5 shows the differences in carbon export production
(EPC) and phosphate (PO4) at the surface of the ocean be-
tween 125 and 115 ka. When comparing the 125 and 115 ka
experiments, our model simulates two major features char-
acterized by (i) an increase in EPC in the equatorial region
of the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 5a, turquoise rectangle) and (ii) a
reduction in EPC of similar magnitude in the equatorial re-
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Figure 4. Zonally averaged section of PO as defined by Broecker (1974) in (a, c) the Atlantic Ocean at 115 and 125 ka, respectively, and
(b, d) the Pacific Ocean at 115 and 125 ka, respectively. The light purple dashed lines delimit the water influenced by the SSW from water
influenced by the NSW. The dark gray solid lines depict the neutral density (units: kg m−3).
Table 1. Difference in southern-sourced water (1SSW) in the global ocean and for each basin. Row 1 shows the volume (VSSW) according
to our PO≥ 0.57 mol O m−3 criteria. Rows 2 and 3 summarizes the DIC and water mass age mean value for the two period of study. The
changes relative to 115 ka are given as a percentage in parenthesis.
Global Atlantic Indian Pacific
1VSSW [106 km3] −3.43 (1%) −18.91 (37%) +9.76 (8%) +5.72 (1%)
1DICSSW [gC m−3] −0.34 (1.2%) −0.92 (3.3%) −0.61 (2.1%) −0.36 (1.2%)
1AgeSSW [yr] −108 (9.3%) −262 (78.2%) −152 (29.0%) −39 (3.0%)
gion of the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 5a, purple rectangle). Al-
though there are changes in surface wind speeds and vertical
mass fluxes (not shown here) in the equatorial regions, they
do not consistently explain the simulated changes in export
production (i.e., stronger wind and upwelling in the eastern
equatorial Pacific at 125 ka compared to 115 ka, where a de-
crease in export production is simulated; in parts of the equa-
torial Atlantic some increase in export production may be
related to the simulated stronger upwelling at 125 ka). How-
ever, nutrient changes in the Atlantic and Pacific sections of
the Southern Ocean are consistent with the changes in export
production, and therefore we suggest the following mecha-
nism. In the Atlantic Ocean, the subantarctic water (45◦ S
latitude band) corresponds to the southern-sourced interme-
diate water formation in the model. This water mass sinks
and reemerges along the Equator (Fig. 5, turquoise rectan-
gles). This pattern expected from models and modern obser-
vations shows that the intermediate and mode waters formed
at high southern latitudes feed the subtropical thermocline
and act as a predominant source of nutrients important for
sustaining low-latitude biological productivity (Gu and Phi-
lander, 1997; Sarmiento et al., 2004b). We acknowledge that
there is uncertainty in the complex pathways of the sub-
antarctic water masses toward the Equator simulated in the
model. Nevertheless, due to higher preformed and remineral-
ized phosphate in the subantarctic water sinking region, more
PO4 is advected through this “ocean tunnel” to the Equator
and therefore leads to an increase in EPC (Fig. 5a, turquoise
rectangle). A similar ocean tunnel (Fig. 5, purple rectangle)
connects the high and low latitudes in the Pacific Ocean but
results in the opposite sign of change. Here, as pointed out in
Sect. 3.2, more subtropical waters seem to enter the Pacific
Southern Ocean at 125 ka than at 115 ka. These waters are
depleted in phosphate compared to southern-sourced waters.
As a result, less phosphate is subducted toward the equatorial
Pacific (Fig. 5b, purple rectangle), leading to a reduction in
the EPC near the equatorial upwelling (Fig. 5a, purple rect-
angle).
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Figure 5. Difference in (a) export production of carbon at 100 m depth (1EPC) and (b) phosphate at the surface (1PO4) between 125
and 115 ka. When the absolute value of the difference is below the standard deviation over the last 50 years at 125 and 115 ka, the value
returns a NaN. Purple and turquoise rectangles highlight the two “ocean tunnels” linking the sinking/upwelling regions of southern-sourced
intermediate waters in our model.
There are no significant changes in the biological activity
in the Indian Ocean or the remaining Southern Ocean. Only a
weaker carbon export at 125 ka relative to 115 ka is simulated
around 40◦ S and the Arabian Sea.
Thus, the simulations reveal that changes in Southern
Hemisphere thermocline ventilation regions modulate basin
scale productivity and export production even within an in-
terglacial period with modest changes in external forcing.
This result is broadly consistent with previous studies sug-
gesting that the upper limb of the biogeochemical divide is
critical for setting biological export production and is sen-
sitive to climate changes (Sarmiento et al., 2004a; Marinov
et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2018). Despite zonally homoge-
neous forcing we find a basinally heterogeneous response
both in subantarctic ventilation and in low-latitude produc-
tivity which is similar to, albeit more extreme than, the basin
specific response simulated for future warming and stratifi-
cation (Moore et al., 2018).
These changes in surface physical and biological activi-
ties could also have implications for the exchanges of carbon
between near-surface and interior water masses, and there-
fore the interior carbon budget. In the next section, ventila-
tion changes at 125 ka are compared to 115 ka by analyzing
the simulated water mass properties.
3.4 Global and regional carbon budgets
Figure 6 shows the difference in the carbon inventory ver-
tical profiles between 125 and 115 ka as simulated by our
model. The changes in DICtot, DICsat, DICsoft, DICcarb, and
DICdis are averaged over a 500 m depth interval. The global
amount of DICtot is −314.1 PgC in the ocean under the
warmer conditions (Fig. 6a, gray 1DICtot). Since the atmo-
spheric CO2 is kept constant in each experiment, this carbon
loss at 125 ka compared to 115 ka is implicitly assumed to
be balanced out by the changes in the land carbon reservoir.
Here, the Atlantic Ocean accounts for 15% (−49.1 PgC) of
that global decrease, while the Indian and the Pacific basins
contribute 28% (−87.2 PgC) and 57% (−179.0 PgC), re-
spectively. Only in the near-surface layers does the model
simulate a positive 1DICtot, which translates to higher sur-
face DIC concentration at 125 ka relative to 115 ka. Most of
the ocean interior has lower DIC concentration at 125 ka,
with the strongest difference in 1DICtot simulated between
2000 and 3000 m depths for each basin, except for the At-
lantic (Fig. 6b–d). The soft-tissue pump and the disequilib-
rium effect are the main contributors for the reduced car-
bon inventory depicted at 125 ka at the global scale (Fig. 6a,
green and purple bars) – each accounting for a third of the
total −314.1 PgC decrease. Similarly, 1DICtot in the At-
lantic basin is also predominantly controlled by the biologi-
cal pump, i.e., the soft-tissue plus carbonate pump through-
out the entire water column with a decrease at depth and an
increase in the near-surface (Fig. 6b). Except for the upper
ocean, the contribution from the saturation component re-
lated to temperature and salinity change is generally negli-
gible.
The 1DICtot of the Indian basin also depicts a strong
reduction at 125 ka relative to 115 ka. Here the soft-tissue
and saturation components simulate the strongest decrease
(Fig. 6c, green and blue bars). In addition, near-surface
changes in 1DICtot are controlled by the changes in
1DICsat. Similarly, the near-surface layer of the Pacific
Ocean is also controlled by the changes in the saturation
component (Fig. 6d), simulating a positive difference of
about +18 PgC. Changes in the deeper layers are mainly at-
tributed to the disequilibrium effect and the soft-tissue pump,
accounting for a decrease of −83.6 and −44.0 PgC at 125 ka
relative to 115 ka, respectively. However, the saturation com-
ponent also has a considerable influence on the carbon stor-
age with persistent negative 1DICsat throughout the water
column.
In order to address the regional changes, we analyze the
differences in each DIC components further by calculating
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Figure 6. DIC differences between 125 and 115 ka (1DICx ) in (a) the global ocean and the (b) Atlantic, (c) Indian, and (d) Pacific basins.
The 1DICx is averaged over a 500 m depth interval where “x” refers to the different components of the DIC. The DICtot is represented by
the gray bars and is decomposed into its four components: 1DICsat (blue), 1DICsoft (green), 1DICcarb (orange), and 1DICdis (purple).
The sum throughout the water column of each components is given by the legend.
the zonally averaged values in each basin. Figures 7, 8, and 9
depict these differences for the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific
basins, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6b, the carbon inven-
tory of the Atlantic is reduced mainly below 1500 m depth.
Here the Southern Hemisphere is the most affected region,
which depicts the strongest differences in 1DICtot (Fig. 7a,
blue shading). This pattern corresponds well to the changes
in soft-tissue pump (Fig. 7b). Near the surface, higher car-
bon export (Fig. 5a) increases the remineralization of or-
ganic matter, leading to higher DIC concentration at 125 ka.
At depth, the slightly deeper AMOC at 125 ka (compared to
115 ka), leads to better-ventilated mid-depth to bottom wa-
ters in the Northern Hemisphere, leading to less remineral-
ized organic matter by reducing the water mass age. This is
reflected by the negative 1DICsoft and 1DICcarb, translating
to a less effective soft-tissue and carbonate pump at 125 ka.
Positive changes in 1DICtot in near-surface waters and bot-
tom water at 20◦ N also arise from the soft-tissue and car-
bonate signal due to the increase of the alkalinity (not shown
here) and slightly older water masses along the African coast.
The bottom waters in the Southern Hemisphere are mainly
controlled by a stronger disequilibrium effect, i.e., negative
change in comparison to 115 ka. This change in disequilib-
rium is due to the sea-ice-induced retreat of the SSW and
the inflow of more NSW between 50◦ S and the Equator at
125 ka. The NSW mass, formed in the North Atlantic, is gen-
erally more subject to biological production during its near-
surface northward transport before sinking into the interior
than the SSW (Duteil et al., 2012). The biological produc-
tion consumes DIC during photosynthesis and pushes the wa-
ter mass further out of the equilibrium with the atmospheric
CO2, inducing 1DICdis to be more negative. The negative
values of1DICdis are conserved when the water parcel flows
southward into the deep ocean. For this reason, the regions
that are no longer influenced by SSW at 125 ka depict a neg-
ative1DICdis (Fig. 7d). However, the upper layers of the At-
lantic Ocean are mostly simulated with higher DICdis (pos-
itive 1DICdis, or less disequilibrium at 125 ka). This could
be induced by more SSW (less disequilibrated than NSW)
entering the Atlantic basin further north near the surface as
Fig. 4c suggests. Finally, the loss of carbon in the Southern
Ocean is shown to be mainly attributable to a decrease of
the saturation component at 125 ka. This decrease is mainly
attributed to lower TALKpre (not shown here), possibly pro-
voked by the melting of the sea ice.
The DIC storage in the Indian Ocean generally shows
a decrease at 125 ka, with the strongest changes occurring
at depth north of 30◦ S (Fig. 8a, dark blue shading). Pos-
itive 1DICtot are nevertheless simulated in the region that
may correspond to the Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW)
(Fig. 8a, red shading). Similar to the Atlantic basin, the
pattern of the soft-tissue pump changes corresponds to the
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Figure 7. Atlantic zonally averaged section of the difference
in (a) 1DICtot, (b) 1DICsoft, (c) 1DICcarb, (d) 1DICdis, and
(e)1DICsat between 125 and 115 ka. The black dashed lines repre-
sent the zero values.
1DICtot pattern throughout most of the Indian Ocean. This
decrease in biological remineralization is in agreement with
the water mass age changes seen in Sect. 3.2 (Fig. 3b):
younger water masses account for less biologically induced
DIC content. However, the bottom and the surface waters
show opposite signs in the 1DICtot, which suggests that
other processes are acting in these regions. The differences in
the carbonate pump remain small and roughly follow the pat-
tern of the soft-tissue pump (Fig. 8c). Changes in the bottom-
water 1DICtot can be attributed primarily to the difference
in the disequilibrium effect, which is probably affected by
larger influence of NSW at 125 ka relative to 115 ka as de-
scribed for the Atlantic basin, and to a slight reduction in the
saturation component. In addition, the disequilibrium com-
ponent might also be influenced by stronger carbon export
in the Southern Ocean (as the positive 1DICsoft and Fig. 5a
suggest). The strong positive1DICdis simulated near the sur-
Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for the Indian Ocean.
face along the Indian coast is in good agreement with lower
SSTs (Fig. 1a–c) allowing more DIC to be absorbed at 125 ka
and a strong reduction in carbon export production (Fig. 5a).
Finally the negative1DICsat depicted in the top layers in the
north of the Indian Ocean is mainly attributed to a change
in water mass origin from 115 to 125 ka. During 115 ka the
SSW upwells from the deep ocean into the Arabian Sea. By
contrast, at 125 ka, the waters coming from the Indonesian
region mix with SSW. These Indonesian throughflow wa-
ter masses initially coming from the Pacific Ocean are af-
fected by strong precipitation in the Indonesian basin, which
reduces the TALK at the surface and therefore DICsat.
The Pacific basin shows the strongest DICtot decrease in
the Northern Hemisphere, mainly due to the reduction in
soft-tissue pump (Fig. 9b). This decrease in biogenic carbon
is induced by a better-ventilated water mass around 30◦ N
(Fig. 3c), which may come from the increase of the over-
turning circulation in the upper cell of the Pacific Ocean.
In contrast, the DIC inventory of the high-latitude South-
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 7 but for the Pacific Ocean.
ern Hemisphere bottom and near-surface waters is larger at
125 ka relative to 115 ka. This is attributed to the changes in
soft-tissue pump, which is more effective at 125 ka due to
longer residence time of the water masses (Fig. 3c). The car-
bonate pump has a relatively low impact on the total 1DIC
inventory in the Pacific basin but follows the same pattern
as the changes in the organic carbon remineralization. The
disequilibrium effect accounts for the strongest decrease of
DIC throughout the basin as seen by the negative 1DICdis
in almost all regions (Fig. 9d). However, the bottom waters
seem to be the most affected and become more undersatu-
rated at 125 ka relative to 115 ka. This may be influenced by
the slowing down of the subduction process in the Southern
Ocean, induced by the flattening of the isopycnals. The possi-
ble higher carbon export production in the SO south of 60◦ S
(Fig. 5a) may also push the water mass further out of equi-
librium. Finally, the saturation component is controlling the
changes occurring in the near-surface waters (Fig. 9e). Lower
saturations are attributed to higher export of calcium carbon-
ate south of 60◦ S, which lower the alkalinity at the surface
and thereby the buffering capacity. On the other hand, the cal-
cium carbonate formation decreases north of 60◦ S, resulting
in a higher alkalinity and buffering capacity.
4 Discussion
The ocean plays an important role in storing carbon and,
thus, in the long term regulation of atmospheric CO2 levels.
The processes involved in regulating the ocean carbon inven-
tory are likely to change under warmer future conditions. In
this study, we simulate two equilibrium states of the penulti-
mate interglacial period using a state-of-the-art Earth system
model and make a first attempt at quantifying the biogeo-
chemical and physical processes responsible for carbon stor-
age changes caused by different (interglacial) orbital config-
urations and background climates. Significant decreases in
the ocean carbon storage capacity are found in a warmer cli-
mate. More than 48 % of this decrease is induced by the re-
duction of the biological pump. This decrease is found to be
mainly driven by the shorter residence time of interior deep
water masses arising from changes in Southern Ocean sea ice
extent that influence the NSW and SSW mass geometry, in
addition to changes in overturning circulation in the Atlantic
(deeper but almost equally vigorous) and Pacific (stronger
upper cell) basins.
Using the available proxy reconstructions during the LIG
period allows us to assess the validity of important features
in our model results. We assess the validity of the simulated
115–125 ka water mass geometry change using LIG proxy
reconstructions of bottom-water δ13C, a water mass tracer
strongly but inversely related to carbon and PO4 contents
(Eide et al., 2017). Similar to our results, expanded SSW
in the late compared to early LIG is inferred from such re-
constructions to explain bottom-water δ13C decreases in dif-
ferent regions proximal to the Southern Ocean (Ninnemann
and Charles, 2002; Govin et al., 2009). Bottom-water δ13C
reconstructions indicate less influence of NSW in the deep
South Atlantic at 115 ka than at 125 ka (Ninnemann et al.,
1999; Govin et al., 2009). In addition, persistent (millennial-
scale) mid-depth NSW ventilation extending from the LIG
and into the subsequent glacial inception is also suggested
based on proxy reconstructions (Mokeddem et al., 2014; Mc-
Manus et al., 2002) and is consistent with model simulations
(Born et al., 2011; Wang and Mysak, 2002). In our study,
even though the AMOC is simulated slightly stronger and
deeper at 125 ka, vigorous AMOC persists until 115 ka, ven-
tilating the North Atlantic mid-depth. We also note that our
model may not properly represent North Atlantic overflows
due to its sparse resolution. This can further add uncertainties
to North Atlantic water ventilation.
Also consistent with our results, ice core proxies indi-
cate that Southern Ocean sea ice extent is greater at 115 ka
than at 125 ka (Wolff et al., 2006; Röthlisberger et al., 2008),
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while our model reproduces the volumetric SSW expansion
in response to this increase in Southern Ocean sea ice extent
as suggested for glacial climates (e.g., Ferrari et al., 2014).
Our model results suggest that similar sea ice (Fig. 1) and
SSW expansions (Fig. 4a), albeit muted compared to glacial
changes, occurred in response to LIG orbital configuration
changes and without continental ice sheet growth (not in-
cluded in the model), indicating a relatively tight coupling
between Antarctic climate, sea ice, and the deep Atlantic wa-
ter mass geometry changes influencing ocean carbon storage.
The changes in ocean carbon storage simulated by our
model are significant and demonstrate that warm (inter-
glacial) ocean carbon content changes with climate forcing.
While atmospheric CO2 is fixed in our model, preventing a
direct assessment of ocean carbon changes in atmospheric
CO2, the decrease in deep carbon storage and shoaling of the
DIC pool during the warm 125 ka interval is generally con-
sistent with higher atmospheric CO2 levels at this time. Our
estimated changes in ocean carbon budget are in the range
of previous modeling studies that also suggest weaker ocean
carbon storage during the beginning of the LIG (125 ka) rel-
ative to the glacial inception (115 ka). Schurgers et al. (2006)
obtain a difference in atmospheric and terrestrial carbon stor-
age of about 40 and 350 PgC, respectively, between the onset
and end of the LIG. This potentially translates to a weaker
ocean carbon storage of 310 PgC at the onset compared to
the late LIG, which corresponds well in absolute magnitude
with our findings of 314.1 PgC decrease at 125 ka. However,
their simulated atmospheric CO2 steadily increases over this
period, which potentially points toward more carbon needing
to be stored in land or ocean toward the end of the LIG.
In contrast, Brovkin et al. (2016) simulate more ocean
DICtot at 125 ka than 115 ka using simpler EMIC models.
This increase is mainly attributed to the shallow-water car-
bonate precipitation implemented in their model. This pro-
cess is not included in our model and could explain the dif-
ferences in the results. However, their simulated change in
atmospheric CO2 after 121 ka is in the opposite direction (an
increase of roughly 20 ppm) of the atmospheric trend (a de-
crease of roughly 3 ppm) observed in the ice core data. This
suggests that either (or both) the terrestrial or the oceanic
carbon reservoir does not take up enough carbon toward the
end of the LIG in order to simulate a decrease in atmospheric
CO2 content.
Concerning the modification in the upper-ocean productiv-
ity under warmer climatic conditions, our model study shows
a heterogeneous response in phosphate availability and car-
bon export production especially between the Atlantic and
Pacific basins. Moore et al. (2018) also highlight such a
biogeochemical divide response for future projections under
warmer climatic conditions. This implies that future anthro-
pogenic CO2 forcings may have a similar impact on the bio-
geochemical divide to that of past forcings. Therefore, recon-
structing and understanding the large-scale productivity re-
sponses to past climate forcing are critical for assessing both
global and regional sensitivity of the ocean carbon dynamic
to climate change.
There are limitations to our study. Factors that could influ-
ence ocean carbon storage including sea level, riverine input
of nutrients, and atmospheric dust loading are all set to prein-
dustrial levels in our simulations but may be different in the
LIG. Global sea level, for example, may be as much as 6–
9 m above present levels (Kopp et al., 2009). In addition, our
model does not include weathering fluxes, which might in-
fluence the carbon budget on such a long timescale. Further,
we compare two quasi-equilibrated states, which is unrealis-
tic and ignores transient forcings and shorter-term variabil-
ity. This may explain differences between our model results
and some proxy reconstructions. For example, proxy recon-
structions suggest that both NSW and SSW ventilation may
have varied considerable near 125 ka (Galaasen et al., 2014;
Hayes et al., 2014). The changes suggested by these stud-
ies include reductions of NSW and expansions of SSW simi-
lar to our modeled 115–125 ka equilibrium difference, albeit
occurring as short-lived (centennial-scale) transient events
associated with freshwater input episodes during the final
phase of northern deglaciation (Galaasen et al., 2014). Our
quasi-equilibrated model simulations for 115 and 125 ka also
lack ice sheet and the corresponding freshwater input vari-
ability, nor do they address such shorter-term changes that
could affect the ocean carbon inventory (Stocker and Schmit-
tner, 1997). However, short-lived changes would likely have
less impact on the ocean carbon inventory than the longer-
term (millennial-scale) changes we address, the latter allow-
ing all carbon system components and ocean dynamics to
adjust. Thus, we still expect our model simulations to pro-
vide insight into baseline changes and redistribution of ocean
DIC forced by the different LIG orbital configurations, sup-
ported by the important role of deep Atlantic water mass ge-
ometry changes coupled with its similarity to the long-term
(millennial-scale) evolution inferred from proxy reconstruc-
tions.
5 Conclusions
Ongoing anthropogenic warming raises questions about the
oceanic carbon sink and its efficiency under warmer climate
conditions. In this study, we use the fully coupled NorESM
model to simulate two quasi-equilibrium states of the Last
Interglacial: one period is globally colder (115 ka) and one is
globally warmer (125 ka) than today. We focus on the differ-
ences in ocean carbon cycle that occur at 125 ka in compari-
son to 115 ka, specifically the differences at global and basin
scales. We provide a detailed description of the biogeochem-
ical and physical processes that are responsible for the ocean
carbon inventory changes under warmer climate conditions
during the LIG at the temporal and spatial scales discussed
here.
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We find that the global ocean carbon budget decreases dur-
ing the warm (125 ka) period by 314.1 PgC and is related
mainly to better ventilation in the interior ocean. The Pacific
Ocean has the largest reduction and accounts for 57 % of the
global DIC loss. The response of the Pacific ventilation in a
warmer climate shown in this study is consistent with previ-
ous studies (Menviel et al., 2014, 2015). The Indian and At-
lantic basins account for 28 % and 15 %, respectively. These
quantities mostly reflect basin volumes. The SSWs are re-
vealed to play an instrumental role for the DIC changes in the
interior below 1000 m depth. In these waters, the Atlantic is
highlighted to be the region where the strongest DIC loss oc-
curs per unit volume and is characterized by a stronger ven-
tilation and a DICtot decrease of about 37 % compared to its
respective value at 115 ka.
The reduced DIC budget at 125 ka occurs mostly in the in-
terior ocean, while there is a weak increase in the top 1000
to 1500 m depths. Two factors that contribute most to the
drop in the DIC budget in the interior ocean are (1) a weaker
biological component from both the soft-tissue and the car-
bonate pumps that dominates at the depth between 1000 and
3000 m, and (2) a stronger disequilibrium effect (i.e., more
negative) of DIC in the bottom waters. However, the pro-
cesses affecting the disequilibrium component can arise from
different factors such as changes in the physical pump, over-
turning circulation, or biological pump. No general process
could be attributed to its variation, which seems to be region-
ally affected. While the SSWs seem to become more under-
saturated at 125 ka, the NSWs seem to be more saturated.
Further experiments with for instance fixed biological pro-
ductivity or overturning circulation could help to identify the
sensitivity of this component to such factors, but they remain
too expensive to perform with our model.
The weakening of the biological component at depth is
driven by younger water masses simulated in the interior
ocean. This decrease in residence time of the water masses is
caused by the strong SST modifications that affect the ven-
tilation at 125 ka as compared to 115 ka. Higher SST, espe-
cially at high latitudes, induces strong summer sea ice retreat
in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean and stratifica-
tion in the Pacific Ocean. In the Atlantic basin, this results
in a more southerly confined SSW and southward expansion
of NSW in the deep ocean. These water masses are advected
by the Antarctic circumpolar current into the Indian and the
western Pacific basins. The eastern Pacific Ocean is influ-
enced by water masses coming from the Pacific sector of the
Southern Ocean, with a warmer SST that hinders the venti-
lation and increases the residence time of the interior water
masses on the eastern side of the basin.
Concerning the modification in the upper-ocean produc-
tivity under warmer climatic conditions, our model study re-
veals clear yet heterogeneous changes in phosphate avail-
ability and carbon export production especially between
the Atlantic and Pacific basins. Such inter-basinal re-
sponse in the biogeochemical divide is also highlighted by
Moore et al. (2018) for future projections under warmer cli-
matic conditions. This implies that changes in the biogeo-
chemical divide could be somewhat similarly impacted from
past and future anthropogenic CO2 forcings, although the
basin-specific responses suggest that it may not be a pri-
ori simple to predict the pattern or sign of the response of
large-scale productivity to a given common forcing. Given
the economic importance of basin scale productivity and the
sensitivity found in past and future simulations, reconstruct-
ing and understanding the pattern and validating the sign and
(model) response of large scale productivity to climate forc-
ing are therefore critical for assessing not only the sign but
also the sensitivity of global productivity to climate change.
The remaining uncertainties include, among others, the
use of preindustrial states for some boundary conditions and
the absence of freshwater input, which could modify the spa-
tial response, particularly during the early interglacial pe-
riod, which might include the final episodes of continental
deglaciation. This is due to the lack of knowledge on such
forcing during past climate conditions. Additional model-
based studies using different Earth system models would be
useful to confirm the robustness of our finding and further
improve our understanding of the carbon dynamics and the
feedback in the ocean under warmer climate conditions. Fi-
nally, our model-based study suggests that past warm peri-
ods experienced considerable carbon cycle and ocean DIC
changes, linked to the response of the interior-ocean ventila-
tion and biological productivity to high-latitude warming and
interglacial background climate differences. It also suggests
that the Atlantic part of the Southern Ocean is most sensitive
to past climate change and hence could be a potential indi-
cator of similar large-scale circulation changes in the future.
Close monitoring of this region could be critical to better un-
derstand climate feedback on the carbon cycle under future
warmer climate conditions.
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Abstract20
The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is thought to be relatively vig-21
orous and stable during Interglacial periods on multi-millennial (equilibrium) timescales.22
However, recent proxy (δ13C benthic) reconstructions suggest that higher frequency vari-23
ability in deep water circulation may have been common during some interglacial peri-24
ods, including the Last Interglacial (LIG, 130ka - 115ka). The origin of these isotope vari-25
ations and their implications for past AMOC remain poorly understood. Using iLOVE-26
CLIM, an Earth system model of intermediate complexity (EMIC) allowing the compu-27
tation of δ13CDIC and direct comparison to proxy reconstructions, we perform a tran-28
sient experiment of the LIG (125ka -115ka) forced only by boundary conditions of green-29
house gases and orbital forcings. The model simulates large centennial-scale variations30
in the interior δ13CDIC of the North Atlantic similar in timescale and amplitude to changes31
resolved by high-resolution reconstructions from the LIG. In the model, these variations32
are caused by changes in the relative influence of North Atlantic Deep water (NADW)33
and southern source water (SSW), and are closely linked to large (∼50 %) changes in34
AMOC strength provoked by saline input and associated deep convection areas south35
of Greenland. We identify regions within the subpolar North Atlantic with different sen-36
sitivity and response to changes in preformed δ13CDIC of NADW and to changes in NADW37
versus SSW influence, which is useful for proxy record interpretation. This could explain38
the relatively large δ13C gradient (∼0.4 h) observed at ∼3 km water depth in the sub-39
polar North Atlantic at the inception of the last glacial.40
1 Introduction41
Variation in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is one of the42
major driving force controlling climate changes as it affects the distribution of heat and43
carbon in the ocean, thus influencing regional climate and atmospheric CO2 concentra-44
tions (Ganachaud & Wunsch, 2000). This has made AMOC changes a key concern in45
future projections, with models suggesting it will likely decrease in response to buoyancy46
gain in the deep-water formation regions but the extent to which remains highly uncer-47
tain (Stocker et al., 2014; Bakker et al., 2016). Meanwhile, recent observations hint that48
the ocean circulation may have already started changing (Smeed et al., 2014; Caesar et49
al., 2018).50
Analyzing past variability of AMOC can inform us on its stability and tendency51
to change. The Interglacial periods of the late Pleistocene are particularly interesting52
in this regard as they shared overall similar boundary conditions with the modern cli-53
mate (Berger et al., 2015). The climate of the Last Interglacial (LIG), or Marine Isotope54
Stage (MIS) 5e in isotopic marine series, also shared similar features with the model pro-55
jections of our future climate if anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions continue unabated:56
high-latitudes warming (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013; Hoffman et al., 2017), reduction of57
Greenland ice-sheet and higher sea level (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006; Kopp et al., 2009).58
Hence, the high-latitude changes occurring during the warm MIS 5e could provide ad-59
ditional insight on AMOC variability. Data reconstructions from this period (130ka - 115ka)60
characterize this circulation with a periodically warmer and fresher than today North61
Atlantic water (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006; Hoffman et al., 2017). Reconstructions of millennial-62
timescale variability indicate that vigorous North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) pro-63
duction persisted on millennial-timescales (Adkins et al., 1997; Oppo et al., 1997), si-64
multaneously as southern source waters (SSW) expanded northward at depth towards65
115ka and the last glacial inception (Govin et al., 2009). The influence of Atlantic sur-66
face water into the Nordic Seas and farther north into the Arctic ocean is also suggested67
to have occurred during the late MIS 5e (Van Nieuwenhove et al., 2011).68
The shorter-term transient behavior of the ocean circulation during this warmer69
period remains, however, poorly constrained as is it difficult to robustly identify and as-70
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sess such short-timescale variability in the marine record. Nevertheless, new generations71
of high resolution (down to multi-decadal) proxy reconstructions, more appropriate to72
resolve multi-centennial variability, suggest the existence of centennial short-lived large73
perturbations of the NADW during previous interglacial periods (McManus et al., 1999;74
Ninnemann & Charles, 2002; Hodell et al., 2009; Galaasen et al., 2014). Data reconstruc-75
tions of δ13C - an ocean circulation and carbon cycle tracer – from sediment cores in the76
North Atlantic depict abrupt centennial-scale variations on the order of 0.7h, compa-77
rable to the deep Atlantic δ13C changes observed during glacial periods and associated78
with changes in the distribution and ventilation of NADW (McManus et al., 1999, 2004;79
Henry et al., 2016; Menviel et al., 2017). This suggests possibly large and abrupt vari-80
ations in ocean ventilation, which challenges the paradigm of the stability of interglacial81
thermohaline circulation at short timescales (Hodell et al., 2009; Galaasen et al., 2014).82
While the existence of such AMOC change is consistent with some observed climate vari-83
ability (Bauch et al., 2011; Mokeddem et al., 2014; Galaasen et al., 2015; Tzedakis et al.,84
2018; Zhuravleva & Bauch, 2018), the relationship between benthic δ13C and ocean cir-85
culation is not straightforward and requires additional tool such as model simulations86
to evaluate their degree of interactions (Bakker et al., 2015).87
With respect to the model-data comparison, numerous studies have analyzed the88
δ13C distribution variations under various boundary conditions using, for example, two-89
dimensional ocean models (Bouttes et al., 2009, 2010, 2012; Brovkin et al., 2007) and90
more complex three-dimensional models (Bakker et al., 2015; Menviel et al., 2017). These91
studies propose linkages between the millennial-scale variations of δ13C and changes in92
a number of processes such as water mass distribution changes (which can be due to in-93
teraction with sea-ice formation), biological activity changes (for example due to iron94
fertilization) and land vegetation modification. However, to the authors’ knowledge, there95
is no modeling studies, which simulate abrupt and large modification in the bottom wa-96
ter δ13C with the amplitude and timescale depicted by the high-resolution reconstruc-97
tion data (Hodell et al., 2009; Galaasen et al., 2014), such as shown here. Such constraints98
are needed to assess, for example, whether it is mechanistically plausible for changes in99
water mass distribution to have driven abrupt centennial-scale variability in bottom wa-100
ter δ13C and, furthermore, whether such tracer field adjustments could be linked to AMOC101
variability. Determining the characteristic pattern or fingerprint in interior ocean δ13C102
related to AMOC changes would provide a more realistic and physically consistent frame-103
work for interpreting past circulation variability and its implication for the carbon cy-104
cling, but also in understanding its recent (Caesar et al., 2018) and potential future changes105
(Weijer et al., 2019). Here we span this knowledge gap by using iLOVECLIM, an Earth106
system model of intermediate complexity (EMIC), to perform a transient simulation of107
the LIG (125ka to 115ka) under past natural variations in natural greenhouse gases and108
transient orbital forcings.109
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we describe the model, the experi-110
ment design, and the terms and metrics used to analyze the water mass geometry in the111
interior ocean during the transient simulation. Section 3 presents the results of the model112
simulations, while discussions and comparison with previous studies are presented in Sect.113
4. Finally, the study is summarized in Sect. 5.114
2 Method115
2.1 Model description116
This study uses the Earth system model of intermediate complexity iLOVECLIM,117
a LOVECLIM model branch which also includes carbon isotopes. The atmosphere, ocean118
and vegetation components are similar to that in LOVECLIM version 1.2 (Roche et al.,119
2007; Goosse et al., 2010). The atmospheric component ECBilt was developed at the Dutch120
Royal Meteorological Institute (Opsteegh et al., 1998) and is composed of three verti-121
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cal layers at 800, 500 and 200 hPa and has a horizontal resolution of 5.6◦. To better rep-122
resent the dynamics of the Hadley cell, ageostrophic terms are added to the quasi-geostrophic123
approximation dynamical core. The oceanic component CLIO has a horizontal resolu-124
tion of approximately 3◦ and adopts 20 levels on the vertical coordinate including a re-125
alistic bathymetry. The oceanic general circulation model (Goosse & Fichefet, 1999) is126
based on Navier-stokes equations and includes a parametrization for down-sloping cur-127
rents (Campin & Goosse, 1999) and an updated version of the thermodynamical sea-ice128
component of Fichefet and Maqueda (1997, 1999). The terrestrial biosphere model (VE-129
CODE) is composed of three sub-models that exchange heat, stress, water and carbon130
and are designed for long term simulations (Brovkin et al., 1997). In addition to desert,131
the dynamic vegetation model simulates two types of plants – trees and grass – which132
are subdivided into four compartments (leaves, wood, litter and soil) that exchange car-133
bon in the biogeochemical model. The model of vegetation structure computes the frac-134
tion of plant functional type (PFT) in equilibrium with the climate where photosynthe-135
sis depends on precipitation, temperature and atmospheric CO2.136
The ocean carbon cycle model is divided into organic and inorganic parts which137
are based on the nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton-detritus (NPZD) model described138
in Six and Maier-Reimer (1996). The inorganic carbon is represented by the dissolved139
inorganic carbon (DIC) and alkalinity (ALK), while the organic part includes phytoplank-140
ton, zooplankton, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), slow dissolved organic carbon (DOCs),141
particulate organic carbon (POC) and calcium carbonate (CaCO3). The plankton is par-142
tially remineralized as it sinks through the water column, while all the POC and CaCO3143
is remineralized at depth. The remineralization profile follows an exponential law, how-144
ever, it is adjusted to have less remineralization in the upper layers and more at depth.145
At the air-sea interface the carbon flux is computed from the CO2 partial pressure (pCO2)146
difference between the atmosphere and the ocean at a constant gas exchange coefficient147
of 0.06 mol.m−2.yr−1. The sea surface pCO2 is a function of temperature, salinity, DIC148
and ALK following Millero (1995). The iLOVECLIM model is using a similar carbon149
cycle as in CLIMBER-2 where the 13C is computed in the ocean and terrestrial biosphere150
as in (Brovkin et al., 2007) and is fully described in (Bouttes et al., 2015).151
2.2 Experiment set up152
We have performed a transient experiment over the 125ka-115ka period of the Last153
Interglacial by prescribing yearly interpolated values of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4 and154
N2O) and orbital forcings from the third phase of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercom-155
parison Project (PMIP3; URL = https : //pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr/). This experiment is branched156
off after two consecutive runs in order to set the initial conditions: (1) a preindustrial157
spin up followed by (2) an equilibrium experiment using 125ka boundary conditions. Both158
experiments (1) and (2) are simulated over 5,000 model years. The preindustrial spin-159
up reproduces well the main ocean carbon cycle characteristics and is similar to that de-160
scribed in (Bouttes et al., 2015). The atmospheric δ13C and CO2 concentrations are -161
6.5 h and 282 ppm, respectively, while the ocean and terrestrial biosphere carbon con-162
tent are 38 952 and 2 094 PgC. The most important features of the different water masses163
are reproduced and the oceanic δ13C (δ13CDIC) is relatively well simulated as compared164
to the data (Schmittner et al., 2013; Eide et al., 2017), with higher δ13C at the surface165
due to photosynthesis and lower δ13C in the deeper ocean where remineralization takes166
place (Fig. 1a). It also depicts the water mass characteristics of NADW (high-δ13C) and167
Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW, low-δ13C) and the Equatorial subsurface minimum168
induced by strong remineralization. However, the high δ13C values from the NADW pen-169
etrate further south in the data reconstruction (Fig. 1b) than that simulated in our model,170
which is likely the result of too strong diffusion in the model (Bouttes et al., 2015). In171
other regions, the magnitude and the large-scale spatial pattern of the δ13CDIC tracer172
are fairly comparable to the observations.173
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In the 125ka equilibrium run, i.e., experiment (2), the model simulation reaches equi-174
librium after 3 000 model years where the ocean and land vegetation carbon content sta-175
bilize at 38 857 ± 1 PgC and 23 235 ± 4 PgC, respectively over the proceeding 2 000176
simulation years. The atmospheric CO2 and the other greenhouse gases are kept con-177
stant (CO2 = 276 ppmv; CH4 = 640 ppb and N2O = 263 ppb). The end of the 125ka178
equilibrium run is used as starting point for the 125ka-115ka transient simulation. Changes179
into the carbon reservoirs are simulated during this period corresponding into a reduc-180
tion of the ocean carbon content at 125ka as compared to 115ka of about 360 PgC. This181
value is of the same order of magnitude with that suggested by previous studies analyz-182
ing the ocean carbon system during the LIG, e.g., Schurgers et al. (2006) and Kessler183
et al. (2018) with 310 and 314 PgC, respectively. However, contrary to the data recon-184
struction that shows relative stable atmospheric CO2 concentration around 270-280 ppm185
throughout the LIG (Lourantou et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2013), our model simulates186
an increase after 123.5ka until it stabilizes again around 116ka to 305 ppm (nearly 30187
ppm above the data reconstruction). This increase is attributed to the strong reduction188
in land vegetation carbon content (∼420 PgC) induced by gradual cooling of the north-189
ern Hemisphere (∼2◦C) and potentially the absence of permafrost in the model.190
We note that this experiment has also been used in Galaasen et al. (2020) to illus-191
trate the similarity between simulated and reconstructed bottom water δ13C changes in192
recent interglacials. Hereafter we provide a detailed analysis of this simulation defining193
the cause of the simulated δ13CDIC anomalies, their spatial patterns in the deep North194
Atlantic, and potential drivers of δ13CDIC variability.195
2.3 δ13C tracer196
The δ13C represents the standardized 13C/12C ratio (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001)197




− 1) × 1000 (1)
where, (13C/12C)standard is the Pee Dee Belemnite carbon isotope standard (Craig, 1957).199
Hereafter we consider the δ13C of DIC in the ocean, noted δ13CDIC . During the pho-200
tosynthesis marine and terrestrial biology preferentially use the lighter 12C over 13C. When201
organic matter is remineralized at depth, more 12C is released as compared to 13C, there-202
fore producing low δ13CDIC . On the opposite, at the surface ocean, the excess seques-203
tration of 12C, relative to 13C, during photosynthesis drives an increase in δ13CDIC . Thus,204
the distribution of δ13CDIC is affected by air-sea gas exchange and marine biological frac-205
tionation (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995; Schmittner et al., 2013; Eide206
et al., 2017) and as other oceanic tracers, is transported by the advection-diffusion scheme207
in the oceanic model. The analysis of δ13CDIC is often used to reconstruct the variations208
in ocean circulation (Duplessy et al., 1988) and strength of biological pump (Curry &209
Oppo, 2005; Crucifix, 2005; Eide et al., 2017; Morée et al., 2018).210
2.4 Phosphate Oxygen tracer (PO)211
The phosphate oxygen tracer (PO) as defined by Broecker (1974) is a measure for212
identifying water masses. It is computed using the simulated phosphate and oxygen fields213
following214
PO = O2 + rO:PPO4 (2)
where rO:P is the oxygen-to-phosphate stoichiometric ratio, which is varying from 138215
(surface) to 170 (bottom), in the model. For a given water mass, this tracer is presumed216
to be approximately constant and is based on the principle that phosphate is released217
while oxygen is used during remineralization, and vice versa during biological produc-218
tion. The distinction of water masses using PO is useful for contrasting interior water219
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masses with very different surface PO values. Here, we mainly use PO to identify north-220
ern source water (NSW) and SSW masses in the deep ocean below 1000 m depth char-221
acterized by low and high PO values, respectively.222
2.5 Apparent Oxygen Utilization (AOU)223
The Apparent Oxygen Utilization (AOU) is a diagnostic biogeochemical tracer that224
provides an estimate of the amount of oxygen used since a water parcel was last at the225
surface and hypothetically fully saturated. It is computed according to:226
AOU = Osat2 −O2 (3)
where Osat2 is the saturation value and O2 is the in situ oxygen value calculated by the227
model. When a water parcel is advected to the interior, remineralization processes starts228
and consumes the oxygen. The older a water parcel, the more oxygen has been consumed229
by remineralization, hence AOU increases.230
3 Results231
Section 3.1 describes the simulated variability in δ13CDIC and AMOC strength,232
while a composite analysis opposing strong versus weak AMOC is discussed in Sect. 3.2.233
The mechanisms associated with the variability of the meridional overturning circula-234
tion are addressed in Sect. 3.3. In order to compare and contrast our simulation with235
data records, we focus our discussion to the locations of the two high-resolution proxy236
records MD03-2664 (Galaasen et al., 2014) and Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP)237
Site U1304 (Hodell et al., 2009), which depict centennial-scale δ13C perturbations dur-238
ing the LIG. The location of these two sites is shown for instance in Fig. 2a.239
3.1 AMOC and δ13C transient variability240
The time series of simulated δ13CDIC at the two sediment core locations are shown241
in Fig. 2a. The absolute values of δ13CDIC generally differ from one location to the other242
by about 0.4 h, but converge during peaks in maximum values to a relative similar value243
(e.g., 116.8 and 117.8 ka). In addition, both MD03-2664 and U1304 sites show similar244
evolution during the transient simulation. While δ13CDIC is relatively stable from 125ka245
to 122ka (1.28 ± 0.05 h at MD03-2664 and 0.96 ± 0.04 h at U1304), stronger varia-246
tions are simulated during the second half of the experiment where the standard devi-247
ation is increased by a factor of three at U1304 and two at MD03-2664. These abrupt248
changes in bottom δ13CDIC are simulated at centennial timescale for both locations and249
show a maximum amplitude of variation of about 0.65 and 0.43 h around 119ka. This250
is comparable to the changes depicted by the proxy reconstruction at MD03-2664 (Galaasen251
et al., 2014), which also highlights similar centennial variations of about 0.7 h of mag-252
nitude. In addition, small decreasing trend are simulated at MD03-2664 (3.2 10−5 h.yr−1)253
and U1304 (3.5 10−5 h.yr−1), which is attributed to the long-term decreasing trend of254
the atmospheric δ13C and the decreasing land vegetation carbon reservoir.255
The variations in bottom water δ13CDIC at both locations follows the same vari-256
ations as depicted by AOU (Fig. 2b). Site U1304 simulates in general higher AOU (∼40%)257
than that at MD03-2664 suggesting that the water mass affecting Site U1304 is more rem-258
ineralized than at MD03-2664. However, during the abrupt transitions the difference be-259
tween both sites is reduced meaning that both sites are affected by a water mass which260
has been similarly ventilated (i.e., similar water mass).261
Figure 2c shows the evolution of maximum overturning stream function at 27◦N262
in the Atlantic basin with an averaged value of 12.2 ± 1.8 (one standard deviation) Sv263
and shows similar variations to those depicted with δ13CDIC and AOU. High values of264
overturning stream function coincide with high bottom water values of δ13CDIC at both265
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sediment core sites, which seem to converge toward the same δ13CDIC value. Conversely,266
a weak overturning stream function corresponds to lower values of δ13CDIC and lead to267
a divergence of δ13CDIC values between the two core locations. This suggests that the268
temporal variation of δ13CDIC in the North Atlantic is related mechanistically to, or even269
directly modulated by the strength of the AMOC in our model.270
In order to further analyze the impact differences in AMOC strength have on the271
biogeochemistry and ocean δ13CDIC we show a composite analysis of two contrasting272
states of AMOC, i.e., weak versus strong AMOC. For this, we average all years where273
AMOC strength is two standard deviations above or below the long-term mean. The se-274
lected years with strong AMOC states are represented by the purple points (Fig. 2c; num-275
ber of point “n” = 460), while the selected years with weak AMOC states are shown by276
the purple stars (n=63).277
3.2 Composite analysis: weak vs strong AMOC278
Figure 3 depicts the vertical structure of the AMOC, PO and δ13CDIC distribu-279
tion along the Atlantic section. The left panels (Fig. 3a, c, e) correspond to the aver-280
age values over weak AMOC years, whereas the right panels (Fig. 3b,d,f) correspond to281
the average over strong AMOC years. Under weak AMOC, the separation between the282
top and bottom cells of the overturning stream function reaches approximately 3000 m283
depth around the sediment core locations (Fig. 3a, black dashed-line). The maximum284
of the upper cell reaches 13.8 Sv, while the minimum of the bottom cell is about -8.1 Sv.285
During strong AMOC state, the upper cell is increased as high as 20.5 Sv and deepens286
by about 400 m depth down to 3400 m (Fig. 3b, black dashed-line), while the bottom287
cell contracts and becomes less vigorous. The blue (red) shade of the PO tracer illus-288
trates the signature of NSW (SSW). NSW affects the region of the sediment cores more289
strongly when the AMOC is strong (Fig. 3c,d). This result is in good agreement with290
the deepening of the upper cell of the AMOC previously mentioned. We note that in both291
cases the NADW (NSW) is sustained depicting its relative PO signature down to 2300292
(3000) m depth under weak (strong) AMOC state. In addition, because NSW has higher293
δ13CDIC values than SSW, δ
13CDIC-rich water masses dominate MD03-2664 and U1304294
locations when the AMOC is strong (Fig. 3f), which is consistent with the convergence295
of δ13CDIC values at both core sites previously mentioned (Sect. 3.1). On the other hand,296
more low δ13CDIC water masses, resulting from the mixing of SSW and NSW, are af-297
fecting the sediment cores during periods of weaker AMOC (Fig. 3e).298
These two AMOC states are characterized by distinct differences in the location,299
area and depth of convection in the North Atlantic. In the case of weak AMOC, deep300
convection is simulated in the Norwegian sea (>400 m depth, Fig. 4a), while an area of301
shallower convection extends further south into the North Atlantic. Conversely, under302
strong AMOC periods, the Irminger Sea region including the southeast Labrador Sea303
also experiences deep convection down to 150 m depth (Fig. 4b), while the convection304
depth in the Norwegian Sea slightly weakens to 300 m and extends further north under305
the sea-ice limit. The strongest sea-ice retreat (up to 10◦ northward) is simulated in the306
Irminger sea and coincides with the activation of convection in this region (Fig. 4, light307
blue dashed-lines). The changes depicted by the density field (Fig. 4c,d) correspond to308
the changes in convection depth. Under simulated weak AMOC, the densest water masses309
are in the Norwegian Sea with values of neutral density up to 27.8 kg.m−3 where the con-310
vection occurs. When the AMOC strengthens the surface density increases south of Green-311
land and in the Irminger Sea leading to similar density values with that in the Norwe-312
gian Sea (27.8 kg.m−3, Fig. 4d). Thus, the total area of dense water formation in these313
regions increases during the AMOC strong composite state.314
Figure 5 shows the annual mean surface temperature and salinity fields during both315
strong and weak AMOC states. It reveals that lower SSTs are simulated in the regions316
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corresponding to the subpolar gyre (Irminger Sea and southeast of the Labrador Sea)317
and in the Norwegian Sea when the AMOC weakens (Fig. 5a,b). For example, the 0◦C318
isotherm shifts north by about 10◦ between Greenland and Norway while it only moves319
north by about 2◦ in southeastern Labrador Sea (Fig. 5b). On the other hand, the warmest320
waters expand westward (i.e., isotherm 8◦C) when AMOC strengthens and onset/increase321
of convection in the Labrador/Irminger Seas. This suggests strong negative buoyancy322
flux in these regions due to the heat loss. The SSS field also depicts strong modification323
in the North Atlantic, especially in the region where the convection turns off and on (Fig.324
5c,d). Under weak AMOC, the strongest SSS (>35.5 psu) are simulated around the Celtic325
Sea and extend northward toward the Norwegian Sea (Fig. 5c), while fresher polar sur-326
face waters (<33.6 psu) are being transported along the eastern Greenland coastline fol-327
lowing the sea-ice extent. When the AMOC strengthens, the high surface salinity spreads328
further north into the Norwegian Sea and west toward the Irminger Sea and the entrance329
of the Labrador Sea (Fig. 5d). This suggests that more warm and salty surface Atlantic330
water is entering the Norwegian Sea under stronger ocean circulation and recirculates331
to the northwestern basin following the northward shift of the sea-ice edge between Green-332
land and Iceland (Fig. 5d). These increases in SSS cause the surface density to increase,333
reducing the stratification of the ocean and establishing favorable conditions for deep con-334
vection to occur.335
While changes in AMOC are expressed clearly in δ13CDIC at both locations (Fig.336
2a,c), the model predicts slightly different responses at these locations due to the posi-337
tion of the sites relative to major water mass pathways. MD03-2664 is located further338
North and West and is more influenced by NSW during both strong and weak AMOC339
composite states (Fig. 6e,f). Thus, during weak composite states bottom water δ13CDIC340
at MD03-2664 does not drop as low as at U1304, which has much greater influence of341
SSW than MD03-2664. Figure 6 reveals these differences by depicting the changes in δ13CDIC ,342
AOU and PO tracers at the sea floor. The pattern of these three tracers are strongly sim-343
ilar showing that δ13CDIC changes are related to water mass geometry. Under weak AMOC344
states, MD03-2664 depicts 105.0 µmol.kg−1 of AOU when U1304 has 146.1 µmol.kg−1345
(Fig. 6c), corresponding to 28% of difference. This difference is reduced to 13% when346
the AMOC strengthens (Fig. 6d), i.e., the AOU values in MD03-2664 and U1304 depict347
82.5 and 94.6 µmol.kg−1, respectively. However, U1304 AOU values are generally higher348
than at MD03-2664, which suggests that the water mass affecting U1304 contains more349
remineralized carbon than at MD03-2664 during both strong/weak AMOC states. Con-350
sequently, the bottom water δ13CDIC values simulated at U1304 are lower compared to351
MD03-2664 and this difference is even more pronounced when the AMOC weakens (Fig.352
2a). Finally, the PO tracer confirms that both sites are affected by different water masses353
under weak AMOC, while this difference strongly decreases when the ocean circulation354
strengthens. Thus, under weak AMOC, the MD03-2664 location depicts weaker PO value355
than at U1304 (Fig. 6e, 0.35 against 0.42 mol.m−3, respectively), while almost the same356
values are depicted under strong AMOC (Fig. 6f, 0.32 against 0.34 mol.m−3, respectively).357
3.3 AMOC oscillations358
Figure 7 shows the time series of the vertical density gradient for the region where359
the deep convection turns on and off. The oscillations of the density gradient south of360
Greenland covary with the AMOC strength during the centennial peak events. As the361
stratification decreases (density gradient weakens) the AMOC strength increases. In the362
model, this suggests that the stratification of the ocean south of Greenland is at least363
partially linked to the AMOC strength during these centennial peaks. The salinity field364
is the main driver for the changes in density at the surface. The amplitude of oscillations365
are weaker at the beginning of the simulation than toward 115ka. The lower values re-366
main relatively constant around 0.5 10−3 kg.m−4 but the maximum values increase to-367
ward 115ka (up to 3.6.10−3 kg.m−4), especially after 122 ka. This increasing trend in368
maximum of density gradient is attributed to fresher surface ocean simulated toward 115ka369
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in that area potentially induced by stronger variability in the growing-melting of sea-370
ice. Hence, the surface salinity in this region is in averaged 2 psu lower in the late LIG371
(116ka-115ka) than at the beginning (125ka-124ka). The variation of surface density are372
more than 6 times greater at the surface (27.86 ± 0.33 kg.m−3) than at 600 m depth (27.12373
± 0.05 kg.m−3) and are most likely also due to the sea-ice growth and retreat in this area.374
In order to identify the mechanisms behind the changes in surface density, we an-375
alyze the onset and offset of the AMOC peak events. We focus on the event occurring376
around 116.7ka as an example because it corresponds to the strongest variation of both377
AMOC and δ13CDIC , however, every oscillation depicted by Fig. 2c shows similar char-378
acteristics. We note yrmin as the year when the AMOC reaches its last minimum value379
before increasing (yrmin = 116.799). Similarly, we note yrmax as the year when the AMOC380
reaches its last maximum value before decreasing and ending the strong AMOC peak381
event (yrmax = 116.657, 142 years after yrmin).382
Figure 8 depicts the salinity in latitudinal (left panels) and longitudinal (right pan-383
els) sections of the North Atlantic ocean. The first row represents the salinity of the first384
1000 m depth in the North Atlantic ocean at yrmin. The second row represents the same385
sections at yrmin+11 years of simulation and the last row corresponds to the end of the386
onset peak at yrmin+18 years. These years represent well the changes in the water mass387
distribution associated to the multi-decadal initiation (and offset) of the abrupt tran-388
sition. Showing any other years within this interval would provide similar results. At the389
onset of the AMOC peak (yrmin) the AMOC is at the minimum of 9.2 Sv. A 100 to 200390
m layer of fresh water extends from the high latitudes down to almost 45◦N and spreads391
from the Greenland coast eastward to 25◦W leading to a stratified ocean surface (Fig.392
8, first row panels). This fresh water is associated to sea-ice cover. The Atlantic water393
corresponds to the higher salinity at 45◦N below 200 m depth (Fig. 8). It extents north-394
ward along the Norwegian coast and depicts salinity >35.75 psu. At yrmin+11 (panels395
on the second row), the volume of fresh water east of the Greenland coast reduces and396
starts retreating northward. Similarly the salinity increases from the eastern side and397
traces of convection begin to appear around 25◦W , mixing the salinity through the wa-398
ter column. Hence, the AMOC slightly speeds up and increases by +1.7 Sv to reach 10.9399
Sv. At the end of the onset (yrmin+18), the AMOC is near its maximum (16.7 Sv) and400
the salinity north of 60◦N increases. By contrast, between 50-55◦N the surface water401
is simulated fresher and may be associated to the transport of the fresh water from the402
sea-ice melt. The intrusion of salty water mass seems to originate from the eastern side403
of the basin where the saline Atlantic waters expand from the Norwegian coast toward404
the Greenland coastline. As a result, saline Atlantic waters fill up the basin along the405
61.5◦N latitude band creating favorable conditions for convection south of Greenland.406
The same ocean structure is simulated during the time of the maximum AMOC, which407
corresponds to a 124 years window. Figure 9 is similar to Fig. 8, but represents the off-408
set of the AMOC peak, from yrmax to the next minimum (yrmax+14). This decreasing409
AMOC phase (increasing stability) mirrors the phase of increasing AMOC (decreasing410
stability) and shows a gradual establishment of the freshwater layer associated with sea-411
ice growth. No significant differences compared to the onset could be identified.412
4 Discussion413
The Ocean circulation is one of the key processes affecting the ocean carbon stor-414
age, hence regulating the atmospheric CO2 levels on millennial timescale. The produc-415
tion of NADW during the Last Interglacial is vigorous and appears relatively robust at416
(multi)millennial timescales, i.e., suggested by numerous of studies. However new high-417
resolution proxy records reveal that abrupt changes in bottom water chemistry (δ13C)418
occurred on centennial timescales during the previous interglacial and are postulated to419
represent ocean circulation changes. Yet, it is less clear how these circulation changes420
relate to AMOC or, indeed, even if deep circulation changes could explain such rapid changes421
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in deep Atlantic δ13C — onset and terminated in decade(s) and generally persisting for422
one or few centuries (Galaasen et al., 2014). In this study, we simulate a transient ex-423
periment from the last interglacial period (125ka – 115ka) using an Earth system model424
of intermediate complexity (EMIC) allowing the computation of δ13CDIC , an oceanic425
tracer for the ocean circulation and biogeochemical processes used in paleoclimate re-426
construction. Significant changes of δ13CDIC are simulated in the North Atlantic at short427
timescale (centennial), which approach in magnitude those depicted in the data recon-428
struction. Likewise, the transitions (increases and decreases) also occur quickly, consis-429
tent with the rapid onset and demise observed in the proxy reconstruction. The variabil-430
ity in bottom water δ13CDIC is found to be positively correlated to the AMOC strength,431
which oscillates between 6.3 to 19.3 Sv. These AMOC oscillations are mainly controlled432
by the convection south of Greenland (Labrador and Irminger Seas) which turns off and433
on with the northward and westward expansion of highly saline Atlantic waters from the434
Norwegian coast to Greenland around 60◦N , associated with the northward retreat of435
sea-ice and fresh surface waters.436
The representation of the North Atlantic ventilation is coherent with that suggested437
by previous studies. The mid-depth North Atlantic water remains relatively well ven-438
tilated during the entire period of simulation, even during the simulated weak AMOC439
events (Fig. 3c). This persistent production of NSW at mid-depth from 125ka to 115ka440
is also suggested by other studies based on proxy reconstructions (McManus et al., 2002;441
Mokeddem et al., 2014) and previous independent model simulations (Wang & Mysak,442
2002; Born et al., 2011). Moreover, our results also support previous interpretations of443
proxy data concerning the deep North Atlantic water (Hodell et al., 2009; Galaasen et444
al., 2014), i.e., that ventilation of the deep Atlantic was intermittently disturbed dur-445
ing the LIG and that AMOC strength and NSW-SSW shifts could plausibly explain North446
Atlantic deep water δ13C changes during interglacials. Thereby, as shown in Galaasen447
et al. (2020), the simulated deep Atlantic δ13CDIC anomalies are strongly similar in mag-448
nitude (0.5-0.7 h) and temporal characteristics (decadal scale at onset and persisting449
for centuries) to the variability in high-resolution δ13C reconstructions. Assuming that450
the reconstructed proxies reasonably capture the core top δ13C values, our model sim-451
ulation suggests that the region south of Greenland would be most suitable to capture452
any apparent variations in the watermass properties over the LIG period while regions453
located further North and East (e.g., in the Nordic Seas) remains more stable. Figure454
10 highlights this point by showing higher bottom water δ13CDIC standard deviation455
south of Greenland as compared to any other regions of the North Atlantic. In our sim-456
ulation, when AMOC is strong, both sediment core sites are affected by the same wa-457
ter mass (NSW) with similar biophysical properties leading to similar δ13CDIC values.458
Conversely, when AMOC weakens the influence of SSW at Site U1304 increases, hence459
the δ13CDIC values of both locations diverge. This suggests that relatively large differ-460
ences in tracer (δ13C) signals between two cores located in relatively close proximity can461
occur due to the changes in water mass distributions (NSW vs SSW). Using the same462
model for the period 132ka-120ka, Bakker et al. (2015) have also shown a close corre-463
lation between North Atlantic bottom water δ13CDIC and AMOC strength on multi-millennial464
timescale. Our study further support this result on (multi)centennial timescale.465
In addition to those rapid shifts, the proxy data records from MD03-2664 and Site466
U1304 show markedly different long-term trends in bottom water δ13C from 122ka to467
115ka (see figure 3 in Galaasen et al., (2014)). While bottom water δ13C at MD03-2664468
increases through the late LIG, it decreases at Site U1304 resulting in a gradient of ∼469
0.4 h between the western (MD03-2664) and eastern subpolar basins (Site U1304) near470
115ka and the last glacial inception. In our model simulation, the long-term transient471
trends deviate somewhat from the actual sites and show at both location a small decreas-472
ing trend. This discrepancy with data reconstruction can be attributed, at least in part,473
to the coarse spatial resolution of the model and the difficulty to properly simulate over-474
flows in this region. However, much of our model simulation shows deep North Atlantic475
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δ13CDIC gradient of ∼ 0.4 h between MD03-2664 and Site U1304 (Fig. 2a) similar to476
the proxy records toward 115ka. In the model, this difference is caused by relatively higher477
influence of SSW in the eastern basin and Site U1304 (Fig. 6e), which is restricted by478
the bathymetry from entering the western basin. Therefore, we suggest that the observed479
∼ 0.4 h δ13C gradient for the late LIG could be explained from such water mass geom-480
etry state, i.e., the expansion of the SSW into the subpolar North Atlantic in the late481
LIG (Govin et al., 2009).482
While similar in character, the forcing of the centennial-scale LIG variability likely483
differs between the simulated and reconstructed events. The reconstructed variability484
focuses around the early phase of the LIG and appears closely associated with discharge485
of freshwater and icebergs, including a freshwater outburst flood event associated with486
the final retreat of the Laurentide ice sheet (Hodell et al., 2009; Nicholl et al., 2012; Galaasen487
et al., 2014). In the model, the variability occurs in the mid to late LIG and is associ-488
ated with changes in the distribution of sea ice and freshwater within the subpolar North489
Atlantic and Nordic Seas. This discrepancy from the proxy data arises mainly from the490
initial conditions used to begin the transient simulation — equilibrium state at 125ka491
— which removes potential effects from reminiscent glacial conditions especially at the492
beginning of the simulation. Hence, the simulated absolute values of δ13CDIC may not493
correspond to the reality from that period. However, the climate response to orbital and494
greenhouse gases forcings remain sufficient to create large modifications in the interior495
ocean carbon distribution and water mass geometry, which comes to support the short-496
lived large perturbations of the climate system under warmer climate conditions than497
today. These rapid shifts in deep water occur as the internal ocean adjusts to switches498
in AMOC strength. These shifts in AMOC strength are due to changes in surface ocean499
convection sites and in particular involve turning on and off convection in the Nordic Seas.500
Similar variations in overturning geometry and strength tied to the location and strength501
of deep convection have been invoked previously in particular to explain abrupt, millennial-502
scale ocean-climate changes observed during the last glacial cycle (Rahmstorf, 2002). Our503
simulation provides an example of how similar shifts in convection-AMOC strength could504
explain centennial scale variability seen in proxy records during interglacial boundary505
conditions.506
The multi-centennial scale variability of AMOC simulated by our model is closely507
linked to the occurrence of deep convection events south of Greenland. Here, transport508
of anomalously saline subsurface water mass leads to a strong AMOC strength while fresher509
water leads to weaker AMOC. The importance of salinity as well as the magnitude and510
timescale of the AMOC changes shown here are consistent with previous studies apply-511
ing ECBilt-CLIO coupled model (Jongma et al., 2007) and LOVECLIM (Friedrich et al.,512
2010), albeit they use slightly different boundary conditions. Furthermore, our simula-513
tion shares some important features with Friedrich et al. (2010) regarding the behaviour514
of AMOC oscillations and the mechanisms involved in it. Among them is the AMOC515
preferentially operating at weak state toward 115ka when the obliquity reduces to 22.4516
and its related increase of large abrupt AMOC change occurrences during the second half517
of the LIG, but also changes of the Greenland Iceland Norwegian (GIN) sea overturn-518
ing circulations (not shown here) ahead of the total AMOC changes. However, our sim-519
ulation do not show any deep-decoupling from subsurface temperature increase respon-520
sible for the AMOC increase, as shown in Friedrich et al. (2010), but rather atmospheric521
temperature anomalies above the sea level (up to 10 K, not shown here) inducing wind522
stress anomalies favorable to transporting anomalously saline water south of Greenland523
as mentioned in Schulz et al. (2007). Here the origin of density changes and the subse-524
quent activation of deep convection comes rather from a surface salinity change. Hence525
the salinity remains to be one of the key factor in triggering the deep convection areas526
that switches the AMOC from weak to stronger states, the mechanisms behind their ori-527
gin remain however partially unclear. Further sensitivity experiments are needed in or-528
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der to fully diagnose the mechanisms responsible for the fresh versus saline water shifts529
south of Greenland.530
5 Conclusion531
Recent high-resolution proxy records reveal that abrupt changes in bottom water532
chemistry (δ13C) occurred on centennial timescales during the previous interglacial and533
are postulated to represent ocean circulation changes, thus challenging the paradigm of534
interglacial thermohaline circulation stability at short timescale (Hodell et al., 2009; Galaasen535
et al., 2014). In this study, we use the iLOVECLIM Earth system model of intermedi-536
ate complexity to simulate a transient experiment of the Last Interglacial period from537
125ka to 115ka to analyze possible mechanisms behind these short-lived disturbances de-538
picted by the δ13C data reconstruction from that period.539
Our simulation depicts large perturbations of bottom water δ13CDIC up to 0.43540
h and 0.65 h in the North Atlantic at the locations corresponding to the sediment core541
sites MD03-2664 (Eirik Drift) and U1304 Site (Gardar Drift), respectively. These vari-542
ations are strongly similar in magnitude (0.5-0.7 h) and temporal characteristics (multi-543
decadal scale at onset and persisting for centuries) to the variability in high-resolution544
δ13C reconstruction. The simulated δ13CDIC at both sites generally differ by about 0.4545
h, similar to the δ13C gradient observed in the subpolar North Atlantic during the late546
LIG. In the model, this gradient is attributed to the relative influence of northern source547
water (NADW) versus southern source water (SSW) to the sediment core locations. How-548
ever, during the centennial scales perturbations the simulated bottom water δ13CDIC549
values converge toward the same values, suggesting that similar water mass properties550
could potentially be affecting both sites, which is confirmed by our PO analysis.551
The simulated variations in δ13CDIC at MD03-2664 and U1304 Site are correlated552
to the variations in AMOC strength, which ranges from 6.3 to 19.3 Sv. High values of553
bottom δ13CDIC correspond to strong AMOC and vice versa. Consequently, a simulated554
strong AMOC state leads to similar bottom water δ13CDIC values at both locations (i.e.,555
affected by the same water mass — NADW), while when the AMOC decreases the in-556
fluence of SSW at U1304 Site increases. These large AMOC differences are linked to the557
activation and deactivation of convection areas south of Greenland, highlighting the im-558
portance of NADW production in this region and its role in redistributing δ13CDIC in559
the interior ocean.560
In our model simulation, the mechanism associated to the activation and deacti-561
vation of the convection south of Greenland and therefore the AMOC strength is related562
to a weakening of the vertical density gradient mainly induced by the surface salinity in563
this region, which increases and decreases along with the sea-ice and associated fresh-564
water extension. Northward intrusions of warm and saline Atlantic water into the Nordic565
Seas also gradually expand westward from 25◦W toward the Greenland coast. In turn,566
the sea-ice and associated freshwater surface layer retreats (up to ∼ 10◦ northward) and567
the advected saline surface water increases the surface density. This sets favorable con-568
ditions for deep convection to occur, initiating the AMOC increase.569
While the deep Atlantic δ13CDIC changes seen in our model simulation and the570
proxy data are similar in magnitude and temporal characteristics, several discrepancies571
and differences can be mentioned. The use as initial conditions of the equilibrium at 125ka572
state sets different climate background than it may have been in reality. Consequently,573
(1) the absolute values of bottom water δ13CDIC are generally simulated higher than that574
depicted by the data reconstructions, and (2) the simulation does not reproduce the abrupt575
variations during the early LIG, potentially due to the lack effects from the final retreat576
of glacial ice sheet remnants (Nicholl et al., 2012). In addition, our model simulates sim-577
ilar decreasing long-term trends at both sediment core locations which do not correspond578
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to what is observed in the data records depicting different trends at both locations. This579
is attributed to the simulated strong decline of the land vegetation carbon content (∼420580
PgC) towards 115ka and the associated decrease in atmospheric δ13C. Hence, terrestrial581
vegetation content seems to play an important role in setting the ocean δ13CDIC abso-582
lute values, which has also been highlighted for glacial periods (Menviel et al., 2017). Fi-583
nally, the abrupt transitions occur when the model switches from a strong AMOC state584
(early LIG) to a weak state (late LIG) and are likely associated to the cooling (i.e., sea-585
ice/freshwater forcings) towards the glacial inception at 115ka, which differs from future586
projected climate. Additional experiments need to be performed in order to properly ad-587
dress the internal mechanisms shaping the frequency and occurrence of these abrupt tran-588
sitions. In the model, the typical changes in atmospheric CO2 associated with these abrupt589
transitions are approximately of 7 ppm, which is in the range of the CO2 variation ob-590
served in the data reconstruction from that period (Lourantou et al., 2010; Schneider591
et al., 2013), while the changes in ocean DIC are of about 15 PgC and compensated by592
a 30 PgC increase in the land vegetation carbon.593
This study underlines that during the LIG the Labrador and Irminger Seas may594
have been sensitive to density changes altering the strength of the AMOC over several595
decades by simple natural greenhouse gases and orbital forcings, hence affecting the dis-596
tribution of bottom water δ13CDIC . These unforced oscillations may be specific to our597
simulation and do not exclude other potential mechanism that may be responsible for598
abrupt and large changes of bottom water δ13C depicted in some marine records. The599
stronger amplitude of change in δ13CDIC at U1304 Site as compared to MD03-2664 po-600
tentially reveals this location at a better indicator for AMOC structure and/or strength601
change. In addition, we highlight the need for more isotope enabled model simulations602
over interglacial periods in order to better constrain and link changes observed in the603
marine records and potential changes in overturning circulation.604
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Figure 1. Atlantic section of preindustrial δ13C (a) simulated by iLOVECLIM (δ13CDIC) and
(b) data reconstruction (Eide et al., 2017)
847
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Figure 2. MD03 and U1304 sediment core locations time series of (a) bottom water δ13CDIC ,
(b) AOU, and (c) maximum overturning stream function at 27◦N of the North Atlantic. The
locations of both sediment cores is shown on the map panel (a). The purple points (stars) rep-
resent the years where the maximum stream function is two standard deviations above (below)
the long-term mean. A locally weighted linear regression over 40 years is used and shown by the
thick lines.
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Figure 3. Atlantic section of (a, b) overturning stream function, (c, d) PO tracer and (d, e)
δ13CDIC . The panels on the left (a, c and e) correspond to the average over all the years of weak
AMOC (i.e., two standard deviations below the long-term mean). The right side panels (b, d and
f) correspond to the strong AMOC points average (i.e., two standard deviations above the long-
term mean). The black dashed- lines on the top panels represent the zero line and symbolize the
separation between the upper to bottom cells. In the middle panels the region above the black
solid lines show the approximate area that is predominantly occupied by NSW. The value (∼0.36
mol m−3) represents the averaged surface PO over the sinking region south of Greenland.
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Figure 4. Convection (top panels) and neutral density (bottom panels) at the surface aver-
aged over weak (a,c) and strong (b,d) AMOC years. The light blue dashed lines represent the 15
cm sea-ice thickness limit, as a proxy for sea-ice cover.
Figure 5. Sea surface temperature (SST, top panels) and salinity (SSS, bottom panels) aver-
aged over the weak (a,c) and strong (b,d) AMOC years. The light blue dashed lines represent the
15 cm sea-ice thickness limit.
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Figure 6. δ13CDIC (top panels), AOU (middle panels) and PO (bottom panels) averaged
fields at the sea floor during the weak (left hand side) and strong (right hand side) AMOC years.
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Figure 7. Time series of the vertical density gradient averaged over the first 600 m depth at
the location where the convection activates and deactivates south of Greenland (top panel). The
sub-panel shows the averaged density profile for this area in dark gray thick line, while the stan-
dard deviation is depicted by the shaded area. The bottom left panel represents a zoom in on the
positive peak of AMOC around 116.7ka, which corresponds to a negative peak of vertical den-
sity gradient. We note yrmin (116.799ka) the initial year of the upward (downward) trend of the
AMOC (vertical density gradient) and yrmax (116.657ka) the last maximum (minimum) value of
the AMOC (vertical density gradient). The area where the convection activates and deactivates
is represented in the bottom right panel by the hatched area. The longitudinal and latitudinal
sections shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are represented by the green and brown solid lines.
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Figure 8. Vertical sections of the salinity in the North Atlantic along (left panels) the longi-
tude 34.5◦W and (right panels) the latitude 61.5◦N . The first row corresponds to the initial year
of the upward trend of the AMOC in 116.799ka (yrmin). The middle row represents the state of
the ocean salinity 11 years after the AMOC starts to increase, while the last row corresponds to
the end of the onset of this event when the AMOC reaches the nearly maximum (simulated 18
years after yrmin).
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Figure 9. Similar to Fig. 8, but for the offset of the upward AMOC trend. Here, yrmax repre-
sents the last maximum value of the AMOC in 116.657ka (142 years after yrmin) before it starts
to decrease to finally reach its minimum at yrmax+14.
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